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WESTERN BLIZZARD MOVES NORTH

car-wer-

Scores Injured In Hoxie.
March 21.
Memphis, Tenn.,

Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas Get
the Brunt of Unwonted Disturbance -

Re-

ports from north Mississippi, west
Tennessee and southern Kentucky
and north and east Arkansas, which
were swept by a severe rain and
wind storm last night and early today, are delayed because of an almost
of teilegraph
complete prostration
and telephone wires entering this
city.
No definite advices have been received here from Hoxie, Ark., where
the wind is said to have blown down
a large number of houses and injured a score of persons. At Fulton,
Ky., considerable damage was done
to property.
In Mississippi the storm was severe
from Granada to Water Valley. At
Senatobia, the wind was unusually
high and houses are said to have
been tossed about as it they were
playthings. No loss of life occurred
there. Locally only minor damage
was done. A heavy downpour of rain
with continuous flashes of lightning
accompanied the blow.

PEOPLE KILLER WITHOUT WARNING

"

Weather Bureau Hears Reports of Unusually Low Temperatures
in Many Parts of the Country Atlantic Coast States Are
Warned of Expected Gales to Occur Tonight LitiIe
Hope That Conditions Will Be Improved Before
Wires Torn Down in Many States,
Tomorrow
Make Reports of Casualties Late
--

Thirty-thre-

known dead and

e

110

more or less seriously injured, wire

completely
communication almost
facilities
prostrated, transportation
damand
property
interrupted
badly
age that, it is estimated, will reach
into the millions are the known results of the series of storms that
swept the middle western states last
night and early today.
Through this entire region extending from the northern section of the
southern states across the Ohio valley to the great Lakes, the rain, show
or sleet was accompanied by a high
wind that varied from 40 to 70 miles
an hour. The greatest loss of life,
according to reports received up to
2 o'clock this afternoon, occurred at
Lower Peach Tree, Ala., where 15
Five are dead
were reported killed.
at Poplar Bluff, Mo., with more than
at
50 injured, while one was killed
Hoxie, Ark., and 25 injured.
According to meager ryyorts the
center of the storm was felt in the
vicinity of Poplar Bluff, Mo., and
Hoxie, Ark., and in western Tennessee
and Kentucky. The town of Poplar
demolished.
was . practically
Bluff
district busThrough the storm-swep- t
iness buildings and residences were
wrecked, telegraph wires prostrated
and railroad and street car traffic
delayed where not completely
interrupted.
Reports up to 2 p. m. show the following casualties.
Peach Tree, Ala., 15 killed.
Saline, La., 1 killed.
Tiffin,

Ohio,

Poplar Bluff,
jured.

1

killed,

Mo.,

5

3 Injured.
killed, 50 in-
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Daily Maxim
Read the Storm Story
and Then Dig a
Nice Cave

charged with transmitting press and
commercial telegrams was that the
Good Friday holiday relieved them
of the usual burden of brokerage and
market reports.
Six hours after the storm broke
the sun forced its way through tne
clouds and the disturbance ceased
almost us suddenly as it had begun.
The damage, however, had been done
and early estimates or the loss to
wire and transportation
companies
place the figured as high as fioO,-000- . train which arrived today three hours
overdue.
They also reported one dead and
25 Injured at Hoxie, Ark., and the
Storm Moves Northeast.
Washington, March 21. A terrific town practically blown away. Great
storm that raged over the central damage was done at Popiar Bliflf
western states tnroughout the night and the country oetween that point
was moving northeast today, leaving and Hoxie. As a result of the heavy
a wake of destruction. Telegraph wash caused by the storm the
and telephone communication was steamer Vulcan used by tne governthe district ment dredge fleet in work' opposhe
crippled throughout
south of the Ohio river. The storm, this city, and valued at $10,000, was
moving northward and eastward over sunk in 40 feet of water. Several
Ohio and Indiana, threatened further other smaller craft of the fleet were
destruction.
damaged.
'
Walnut Ridge is reported to have
.The weather bureau from the meager reports compiled over the crip- been greatly damaged and two nepled wires, predicted a severe cold groes killed and 10 injured. The
wave to follow.
Storm warnings country between Hoxie, Black Rock
were ordered displayed all along the and Walnut Ridge, Ark., is strewn
Atlantic coast from Hatteras to East with wreckage of all kinds. Bed
quilts, sheets and clothing waved
Port, Maine.'
tree tops, that were left stand- from
storm
Last night's
swept Arkansas, ,
,
J iU
J
Mississippi and on north across the idling, ftuiu LUtJ givuuu ffaa v,vt?iw
ana parts
of
with
iron
Ohio river and today was centered
timber, pieces
over the great lakes. The weather of wagons and buggies.
At Hoxie, a hotel in the course of
forecaster, after examining his re'
was blown down, the
construction
ports, said:
"The storm Is accompanied by se- railroad station destroyed, an adjavere and shifting gales and wide- cent building entirely flattened, three
spread precipitation followed by a brick store buildings partly blown
school
and
building
the
co'id wave of unusual severity for down
this season of the year. Heavy snow wreckedN
According to the passenger and
falls are reported at many points in
crew the storm swept a path
train
the north central states and great
a
mile wide as far as could be
half
to
done
electric
has
been
damage
Litwires, the storm cutting off commun- seen from Poplar Bluff towards
ication throughout the middle west. tle Rock. There was no damage east

j
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CITY EDtTION

women and children ce removed from
the place. Automobiles continue to
to the borhurry the
der, at Bisbee and Douglas, and before
the time of the threatened attack all
women and children will have been
removed.

TRIAL

SHALL BONDS BE ISSUED FOR THE

PURCHASE OF A

SUITABLE

SITE

THE NEW FEDERAL BUILDING?

German Consul In Trouble.
FOR
Nogales, Ariz., March 21. Max
Muller, German (consular agent at
GOVERNOR OF CHIHUiHUA IS
Hermosillo, is held by authorities at
the state capital despite activity of
VICTIM OF THE MEXICAN
Get-T- o
the German and United States diploFUGITIVE LAW.
matic services and appeals of frlenus.
L. Brauer, a German resident and
business
associate of Muller, arrived
WAS ON THE WAY TO CAPITAL
here today to report that he had offered 20,000 pesos for the release of
ACCUSED OF DISLOYALTY
TO his friend, but had been refused.
WILL VISIT THE CITIZENS
PRESIDENT HUERTA HE WAS
Mu'iler was arrested as vice presi- A COMMITTEE
dent and general manager of the
ARRESTED RECENTY.
Banco de Sonora, from which bank
the state government desired a loan.
DEMAND
REBELS
CANANEA Refusal brought a raid on the bask, Final Action Will Be "Men at Mass Meeting to Be Held Monday
but only a small amount of the
Evening It Is Necessary That No Delay Be Permitted to Refound. While Mulwere
bank's
funds
THE FEDERAL
tard Preparation of Bids "Feed" Is Most Successful
COMMANDER IN
ler has been released from jail he is
CHARCE OF THE PLACE ASKAffair and Reflects Credit Upon Secretary Stark and
a prisoner at his
said to be neld

Important Matter Is Discussed at
gether Dinner of Commercial Club

ED TO EVACUATE

TOWN.

home.
At)-ra-

Torreon.
At Jlminez the
was
separated from six other prisoners
and alone in a single car drawn by
an engine was hurried south. At a
quiet place north of Torreon, he was
removed from the car and shot, say
the men who admit being present.
Gonzales had. been missing since
his removal frim- Chihuahua nearly

't!ire'week

He-wui-

,

cob" of the

most prominent promoters of the

Ma-der- o

revolution.
Gonzales was well
known among American cattlemen
r
before the revolution, being a
of Chihuahua City. He v&3
educated at Notre Dame .University,
South Bend, Ind. His execution has
been rumored for some time, but not
until today were there any proofs
presented by his friends.
cattle-broke-

'Rebels Demand Cananea.
Cananea, Sonora, Mex., March 21.
A demand for the surrender of this
place was received toctay hy Colonel
Moreno, of the federal garrison here.
Tt came from Colonel Cabral commanding the state forces now mobilizing at Del Rio, midway between Cananea and Naco on the border.
Cabral said he would attack in the
that
tnorsing and r commended

Were You Amonjj

the Fortunate

Purchasers?
By JOHN P. FALLON.
Yesterday a local merchant
publUneJ a very important renouncement in THE OPTIC
which enabled a number of
people to effect a great saving.
Were you among the fortu-

nate? This splendid opportun-It- s
was presented to all the
THE OPTIC but
; readers of
those who have formed
; only
the habit of reading the advertisements closely and constantly every day were able to grasp
.

It

There are similar opportunities presented In THM OPTIC'S advertising columns every day. Today It may be a
special sale of furniture. Tomorrow it may be an offering
of Euster Suits,
jivery day
new tilings are featured. Merchants tell you their niotit important store news.
So you see It pays to read
THE OPTIC continuously. By
doing so you will always be

informed regarding the
arrivals, the latest and
most fashionable merchandise,
and never miss an opportunity
to cave money.
new

I. AND R. FAVORED.
Lincoln, Neb., March 21. The initiative and referendum bill was this

this morning recommended for passage in the house "by the committee
of the whole.

NO LICENSE FOR

OH. FRIEDMANN
EXAMMEDICAL
PHILADELPHIA
INERS WILL NOT STAND FOR
HIS "CURE"
21. No
Philadelphia, P ., March
temporary medical license will be
granted by the Pennsylvania state
board of medical examiners to Dr.
Frederick Frank Friedmann of Berlin,
,who asserts he has discovered a cure
was
for tuberculosis. This stuit-nienmade yesterday by i)r: J." M Baldy,
president of the board. Dr. Friedmann told four local physicians that
he would not come to this city to perre
form experimental work unless
license
should receive a temporary
to practice
giving him permission
here.
"We will never grant Dr. Friedmann
Dr.
a temporary license," declared
Ha!dy late last night. "In the first
place the laws of the state do not
permit such action, and, secondly, the
members of the state board of medical examiners do not Intend to make
themselves responsible for Dr. Friedmann and his 'cure.' If Dr. Friedmann wishes to come here and treat
patients and collect fees for treatment, he will be compelled to take
the state board examination similar
to those taken by any other physicians wishing to practice in the state.
We do not object, however, to his
coming here as a consulting physician, and the city will welcome him
If he should come under these conditions. We feel, however, that some
hospital should take the responsibility, whether he is successful or not."

WILSON

j

above-groun-

pj

FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1913.

El Paso, Tex., March 21. Thai
Gonzales, elected governor of
Chihuahua under the Aladero govern
ment, wss killed
by the notorious
fugitive law" .s the current story
verified today. Members of the firirg
squad which made the virtual ox:c
arrived at Juarez to relate now
the Chihuahua governor met his
death a fortnight ago. While being
Five Killed In Poplar Bluff.
Five persons were killed and more transported from Chihuahua City, his
than 50 injured by the storm last former state capital, to Mexico City
night at Poplar Bluff, Mo., according where he was to have stood trial for
to members of the crew of the St. an alleged revolutionary p'ipt, GonLouis and San Francisco passenger zales was executed before arrival at

Hoxie, Ark., 1 killed, 25 injured.
Walnut Ridge, Tenn., 2 killed, 10
Injured.
Frankfort, Ind., 1 killed.
Lafayette, Ind., 1 killed.
Murfreesboro, Tenn., 1 killed.
Central, Ohio,
killed, 20 injured.
of Hoxie.
Tyler, Tebas, one killed, one inCouriers from Poplar Muff to
Lives Lost In Indiana
jured.
Hoxie
21.
reported few farm houses were
Two
per
Indianapolis, March,
Huntsvllle, Ala., 21 killed.
sons were killed and several prob- i left standing in .that vicinity. Fear Is
Decatur, Ala., one killed.
woum
ably fatally Injured today by the wind expressed that the death list
at
than
be
reported,
present
!
greater
which
storm
havoc
through-wrought
Chicago Wires Down.
as the heaviest blow came at the
Chicago, March 21. Only two tele- out the stale causing thousands 'of
time when the people were in their
A.
to
Omer
dollars
damage
property.
graph wires connected Chicago with
homes.
the outside world for several hours Kile, a cab driver at FranUfoit, was,
The St. Louis, Iron Mountain and
today. The ouly practical relief from killed when the roof of a building hit:
Southern
railway station at Minturna,
man
a
him.
unWallers,
Henry
working
this situation was by way of an
of Hoxie was blown
south
Ark.,
un-;
derground telephone cable to Milwau. o? Lafayette, was crushed to death
cannot
It
be learned how much
away.
a
ilerneath
falling sign.
kee.
other
damage resulted from the
Several churches and school houses'
Sleet, wet snow and occasional
storm
in
that section, as the railroad
one
were wrecked over the state and
dashes of rain, driven by1 a
commercial wires are down north
and
univer-j
of
of
Indiana
the
buildlnis
gale from the west, struck the city
nnd eaHt of Littlc Rockand environs before daylight and sity at Bloomington was damaged.
was
state
Wive
over
the
service all
within four hours had prostrated
'
Several Negroes Killed.
'lines In all . directions. Ail demoralized.
The wind, it was mid, reached aj Meridian, Miss., March 21 Several
transposition lines were crippled.
One young woman was blown un- velocity of Ml miles an hour at fi negroes are reported killed and a
der the hoofs of a team of horses and o'clock. The streets here are littered number of cabins demolished as the
severely hurt. The first effects of with wrecked signs, parts of roofs, result c heavy wind storms which
the storm were felt south and east broken windows, bricks from chlin- - struck a small settlement last night
of Chicago, wires routed around the neys and branches of trees. The wire five miles north of Macon, Miss. It
south end of Lake Michigan went service throughout the state was de- - is feared that severe uamago was
clown within an hour of the time the moralized, Borne points being cut off wrought by the storm in the northern
also part of Ihe slate, but communication
storm struck. Then the territory completely. Interurban lines
with this section is impossible on acwest of the fily was cut off and were hit hard by the wind.
count of the demoralized conditon
about two hour later the last of the
of
wires along the north
telegraph and telephone wires.
One Killed In Louisiana.
shore succumbed to the combined
One
21.
March
La.,
Shreveport,forces of ice and wind.
A Gale Irt the South.
man was killed, several persons were
.March 21. First
The only lines which s'vived were injured and heavy property loss was
Ky
two wires to St. Louis. Over the:-:done at Salina, La., a town of about reuwl from points in tne central
was carried a very small part of the 300 Inhabitants in Bienville parish, south was that that section was
mass of intelligence wnich Is receiv- by last night's severe wind storm, ac- swept by a terrific wind storm last
ed and sent out from Chicae.o. The cording to a report received here
of comfort to those
only crumb
(Oontimiod Utl fuKu riv
1

OP'C,

Diown

parish,' and several thousand dollars'
property damage was done. The
house of Joe Randall in Gibbsland
was hloyn from its foundation, carried through the air several hundred
yards and deposited outside the
e
was blown from Its foundation,
torn down and telegraph and
telephone wires were prostrated.
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WILL TALK

TO

NEWSPAPER WRITERS
A(
CALLS
"
GATHERING FOR TOMOR-ROAFTERNOON.
"HEART-TO-HEART-

Washington, March 21. President
Wilson received the foreign, cablegram today from Oiga, queen moiher
of Greece:
"I beg you to accept and to transmit to the government and the people of the United States the Greek
nation's, my family's and my own sln- eereat thanks for your neartfolt sympathy In our most crushing grief."
IVesident Wilson was in his office
early, saying he was entirely recov-- j
ered from his slight lnmsposition of
the last two days. Representative
Underwood brought former Representative Nicholas Longworth of Ohio
to pay his respects to the president.
National Chairman William F.
was the first of the president's engagements. The president
has arranged, to meet all the Washington correspondents tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'ciock in the east
room of the White House, to have, as
the pre blent, puis It, "a heart to
heart talk."

Officers of the Business Organization Plans
Are Made for an Agricultural Fair
.disposition to get together when any- thing of great importance for the
Are you interested in the f welfare of the community was at
tstake. He declared, however, that
welfare of Las Vegas?
If so, plan to attend the big
there often is a disposition for tU3- mass meeting of citizens which
cord because of the diversified means
of attaining certain ends which, are
will occur tomorrow afternoon
on the proposed site of the
advanced by those who wish to belp
new federal building.
f the community. In the judge's opin--- f
dinners would be
The meeting is for the purion, the
a means of discussing such matters,
pose of determining what action shall be taken toward f and arriving at the best possible me-- f
thod of accomplishing the work de-purchasing the site, opening
sired.
streets and performing other
functions which the governJudge Leahy said a matter of great
ment demands.
f importance to the community was
the early erection of the new federal
The meeting will decide
He Bald this would do
whether or not the city shall
postofftce.
be asked to vote bonds to f niore than any ,one thing to unite
purchase the land needed for t- East Las Vegas and the town of Las
the extension of Tenth street
Vegas in one community. Judie
which is demanded by the
Leahy suggested that immediate ao--tion be taken on the Becnring of a
government in order- that the
federal building may he locatf site... for the edifice "solhat the gov--- f
.
ernment might be enabled to begin
ed on a corner.
Full details regarding the
erecting the structure at the earliest
questions to be decided may f possible moment
Postmaster F. O. Blood followed
be found in the account of the f
Commercial club dinner, which
Judge Leahy. lie said the govern--- f
ment has asked for bids for a suitable?
appears below.
The
committee
through the treasury department
appointed
He said options on the property cov- last night to investigate and
learn the desires of the citi- f ering the site on Douglas avenue- zens in the matter found the f bounded by the proposed extension
task would require a week. f of Tenth street were obtained sonif
Therefore it decided to call a f time ago and can be renewed. Mr.
Blood suggested that the meeting u
mass meeting of the citizens
f thorize the appointment of a trusteo
upon the site of the new building.
f to whom the land should be deeded
2
Remember the hour,
f and who should at once put in a bid!
for the sale of a postofflce site tr
o'clock
tomorrow afternoon,
and be present.
f the government He suggested this
as the most expeditious way of look-ing after the matter.
May Require Bond Issue
Preliminary steps leading to the
George A. Fleming said that the
earliest possible beginning of con- - citizens of both
East Las Vegas and
struction upon Las Vegas' new feder- the town of
Las Vegas had agreed
of
al building and the Inauguration
over two years ago to a site for the
a movement which Is expected to rebuilding and options had been obsult in the conduction of a success- tained at the time. These
options
ful agricultural county fair for San
last September, but can be
expired
Miguel county next fall, together with renewed. He described
the site,
oilier matters of slightly lesser im- which Is located in
central position
a
portance, were among the accomplish- relative to both communities. He
ments of the first "Get together-Dinnersaid the site is bounded on the east
of the Commercial club of Las
the Douglas avenue school, on the
by
Vegas, to which over 50 prominent south
by Douglas avenue, on the west
in
last
Las Vegans sat down
evening
the
by
proposed extension of Tenth
the lobby of the organization's headon tho north by Main
street
and
'
quarters in the Masonic building.
said this site Include
avenue,
lie
The dinner was a most successful
the necessary streetthe government
affair. "It far eclipsed thi expectaIts buildings to bo
tions of Secretary W. It. Stark, who always requiring
corner
on
located
a
und will cost in
planned it, and the directors and offi-- j
of $35,000.
the
neighborhood
cers of the club. The real
Mr. Fleming explained that If tlu
er Bpirit was in evidence and the
extension of Tenth street la
proposed
gathering proved one of profit to ev- not run in a
straight line, but H
it.
Before
the
ery man who attended
after
being run north CD
"jogged"
company disbanded it was decided to
of 115,000 or therean
expense
feet,
hold similar affairs twice each month
abouts can be saved. Tho site Is a
in the future.
desirable onev as It emu
After disposing of an admirable particularly
be made a civic center and has been
Kitchdinner, served by the English
agreed upon without controversy by
en, the men listened to a number of
tho citizens of the twin cities, '
addresses on important subject and
There was considerable discussion,
took decisive action on Bcveral matMr. Fleming had concluded, a
when
ters of interest to the community.
to what should be done. It was realWilliam J. Lucas, president of the
After ized that the government, having apclub, acted a3 toastmasttr.
a few word3 of introduction to the propriated $133,000 for the erection of
a federal building hero, would not tut
real purport of the gathering ho preInclined to expend more than ?!r,,0(ii
sented Judge David J. Leahy.
for a site. It was a matter of quesThe Postcffice Site
tion as to how tlie remaining amount
Judge Leahy said lie understood the required for a location sncmld
dinner and similar affairs to ba c!v-c- n raised and how mw-l- wmild be
in the future were for the purpose C(l. It was
ih.t the i y
of getting toellu;r. The speaker said
Lns Veuans havu always shown
a
iConr p

f

,

t

)

j
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YOUTHS FOR SEA

Off Right With a Good
Laxative and Then Watch
Their Diet
Mothers are often unconsciously
careless about the diet of their

Start Them

LUCERO
OF STATE SENDS
SECRETARY
THE OPTIC A VALUABLE
NEW MEXICO VOLUME.
The Optic has been favored with a
copy of the official blue book of New
Mexico for the current year, the
having been compiled by Secretary of State Antonio Lucero of this
city. The book, is tar more complete
than that of any former year and

SERVICE

very
same
children, forcing all to eat the
foods. The fact U that all foods do
not agree alike with different persons. Hence, avoid what seems to
Inconstipate the child or to give It
more
to
take
it
and
urge
digestion,
of what is quickly digested.
If the child shows a tendency to
constipation it should immeliately
be given a mild laxative to help the
bowels. By this is not meant a physic or purgative, for these should nv.
er be given to children, nor anything
like salts, pills, etc. What the child
requires is simply a small dose of
the gentlest of medicines, such as
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which
in the opinion of thousands of watch
ful mothers is the ideal remedy for
con
any child showing a tendency to
can
hapSo
things
many
stipation.
care
pen to a constipated child that
head
piles,
Colds,
is necessary.
aches, sleeplessness, and many other
annoyances that children should not
have can usually be traced to constipation.
famiMany of America's foremost
lies are never without Syrup Pepsin,
because one can never tell when
some member of the family may need
enit, and a'll can use it. Thousands
tt..
E.
Mrs
them
dorse it, among
F- - D. No. 4, Bellview, Pa.,
R.
Darling,
who writes: "I certainly think Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin saved my

You Will Want

WHILE NOT ENLISTED, COLLEGE
BOYS MUST PLEDGE COMPLIANCE WITH ORDERS

MARJORIE

DARLING

New York, March 21 The navy
department is preparing a plan, in
with college residents,
for the training of their students
during the summer months on board
its ships, with the object of increasing and improving the personnel of
the reserve available in emergency.
Captain C. C. Marsh, U. S. N., in a
letter to the various co'leges, outlines
a general order to be issued by the
secretary of the navy.
"Students recommended by the proper authorities of the institutions
where they are pursuing courses,"
says Captain Marsh ."will be embarked
in battleships and armored cruisers
in full commission not more than
twenty students to one vessel for a
trainir period of about two months'
duration. They must have completed
two years or more of their courses
and be not under eighteen years of
age. One of the senior line officers
of the ship will be designated in
charge of the students They will not
be enlisted, but each one will be required to bind himself lo observe the
laws and regulations of the navy
and of the ship and to obey the orders of all persons placed in author- ity over them.

Easter comes so early this year that a coat will be a necessity at
least for a part of the day. Have you included such a garment in
your Spring outfit? Why not look at our line of "Wociltex" and
"Printzess" coats and make your selection while the stock is com-

baby's life. Marjorie is a bottle baby
plete.
and could not get her food to digest,
contains a vast number of interesting
but I found by giving her a small
facts to be found in no other publiNever have we shown such an excellent variety nor offered such
dose of Syrup Pepsin when she had
cation.
' Dr. Caldinterest
her.
cured
of
it
colic
unequaled values for so little money.
always
Among other matters
election
sold
drugis
official
well's
by
the
are
Pepsin
in
Syrup
it,
printed
AH the new Season's models with no two garments alike.
gists at fifty cents and one dollar a
returns, separately arranged for each
elections.
two
last
the
for
bottle, the latter size Deing bought
county,
These tables of returns, necessarily
by those who already know its value,
inand it contains proportionately more.
expensive, have not so far been
Results' are always guaranteed) or
cluded in any other publication. They
will prove immensely valuable to the
money will be refunded.
student of political affairs in all fuEveryone likes Syrup Pepsin as it
is very pleasant to the taste. It is
ture elections.
and free
A brief preface has been supplied
also mild and
indebtedness
ingredients.
the
from
author,
stating
injurious
by
If no member of your family has
in a literary way to L R. Prince, BenOur line of suits and Dresses for the new season is the largest and
R. E.
Colonel
and
Read
M.
ever
used Syrup Pepsin and you
jamin
most varied we have ever shown.
Twin-helwould like to make a personal trial
for matter taken from their
The
state.
the
in
the
it
of
regular
histories
of it before buying
various
All the new style models are iepresented in a variety of fabrics
way of a druggist, send your address
preface states that only official data
and documentary material have been
a postal will do to Dr. W. IX Ca.d-weland qualities. ' Prices were never more attractive than thi season.
417 Washington St:, Mouticello,
used in compiling the book, so that
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There la an old Baying that cham
pions usually make their worst fights
While we
UEaiiiBt mediocre battlers.
are not giving "Wildcat" Ferns Uie
undisputed welterweight title we will
say that the "Wildcat" usually puts
up his worst battle when the game
looks soft. In Atlanta, Ga., Ferns
was 'fiiven only a draw with Jeff
Perry, only a very, ordinary fighter.
Of course, Ferns only trained three
days for the bout, but even at that
three days ought to have been suffi
cient. Ferns Is ambitious only m
epots. There are times when he
looks good enough to carry any kind
of a bet and at other times he does
n't look nearly so good. His next
engagement probably will be with
Tommy Howell hero and It behooves
him to get busy and prepare for this
bout or take a rnam-- on finishing
second.
t
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CALLS YOUR NAME

Beulah," whispered Mr. watjen. as
the. writer entered.
"Is that the little girU" was my
reply, though the child had gone into
the next room.
would
like to
shake hands with her, but 1 cannot
put down my muff, even to get warm.
It hides the gift I brougnt her, and 1
didn't want to give it to her until she
first told me what it was."
The children laughed. Beulah's
eyes danced.
'Til tell you now," she cried,
blinking rapidly and glancing toward
the ceiling. Her lips commenced to
move as though speaKing, but no
sound came.
"Let Gladys, her sister, pass behind you," whispered Mr. Watjen.
"If she has a
glimpse of it Beulah
can tell more quickly.'
"Come in Gladys," he called.
Told What Was In It
Gladys, a girl of 13, entered, gave
the most casual glance at the contents of the muff and stood looking1
out the window of the front door,
while almost Instantly Beulah, from
her perch on the edge of a chair in
the next room wriggled with childish
excitement.
"I know,"
she exclaimed, half
laughingly. "It's B O X "
"But what is in it " chorused several voices.
"C O R X "
The reply came without a mom
ent's hesitation. The next two minutes Beulah was sampling
of her efforts.
Mr. Williams, fishing about in his
pocket for somgthing that jingled.
"Now then, Gladys, take a look at
this."
Gladys, the elder
sister, looked.
Then she immediately joined In conversation with Miss Reynolds, and
seemed to give no further thought to
the matter. Mr. Williams walked
over to the next room and interrupted the popcorn party.
"Now, Beulah," he remarked. "I've
got a piece of money in my hand,
Tell me how much it is and what fig-- 1
ures are on it and I will give it to

no one could know that but myself.
"Yes, I do." The little hand of the
youthful mind reader flashed back
and forth before her eyes '..s though
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she were brushing away cobwebs
THE
that obstructed her mental vision. "I
know," she persisted, sighing heavily
'
again. It's
The questions answered below are
Then she spelled the name. Not a
general in character. The symptoms
letter was missing, except that' she
(
-- 4
or diseases are given and the ans,
used a "y" in the first name Instead
wers will apply to any case of simRHODE ISLAND GIRL IS POSSESSof an "le." Not one other person in FRIEDMANN TUBERCULOSIS CLASSIFICATIONS ARE MADE FOR
ilar nature.
ED OF A MOST PECULIAR
CURE ACTS BY STRENGTHthe room knew t ither name.
THE BIG FAIR IN SAN FRANThose wishing further advice free,
FACULTY.
"There is something a long way
ENING BODY'S DEFENDERS
CISCO, 1915
may address Dr. Lewir Baker, Colfrom here that I am interested In,"
lege Bldg., Collego-ElwooI remarked to Beulah, who had gone
Little Beulah Miller, a simple,
New York, March 21. The Fried- Sts., Dayban Francisco, March 21. The
'
ton, O., enclosing
over to the window and seated her-- uiaiiu uii)cui.uiobi3 cure is a germ most wonderful and elaborate classidressed
child, living in a little, unpretentious
stamped envelope for reply. Full
self rather wearily beside her mother, cocktail, acting as an appetizer on fication o exhibits ever; made for
cottage some distance from Warren,
any
name and address must be given, but
a suburb of Providence, R. I., can tell
"It is not a person. It is not a book. the white corpuscles and sending international exposition is that whicj
only initials or fictitious name w"l
Can you tell me the name of that them forth to battle with renewed has been
you your name, no matter where you
prepared for the Panama- be used in my answers. The preare from. She will spell it for you,
which I have in minn?
vigor against the virulent tubercul- Pacific international exposition to be
scriptions can be filled tt any
The childish effort was manifest. osis germs in the system.
slowly, thoughtfully, as she look at
held in San Francisco in 1915,
to
the ceiling and blinks her large blue
drug- store.
The little girl breathed more and
This simple, but to the lay mind; commemorate the
Any druggist
opening the Panma
can order of dealer.
eyes, even though no one for hunmore heavily. Her eyes closed. She pitirely understandable explanation canal.
dreds of miles around knows what
made several mistakes and corrected of the action of the German scien"Kit" writes:
"r am far below meal. Always shake well before tak-In the vast work of getting ready
your name really is except yourself,
herself.
normal weight I suffer with head Ing.
tist's remedy, was given for the first for a world's
fair, perhaps no feature aches
"S-says Marie Rusk in the St. Louis
she exclaimed quickly, time today by Dr. Charles S. Noble
and am nervous to the point of
is of greater importance' than the
and then upon our amazed' and almost of Seattle, a special investigator,
exhaustion. If y0u can tell me someMiss T. R. says:
"Do you think
planning of the manner in which
She will tell you if you are a newsunbelieving ears there fell the loud who had been admitted to intimacy
thing to help me I shall be very grate- a weight of 190 pounds Is too much
shall
be
in
order
exlijibits
displaced,
ful.
paper investigator and, if you ask
and distinct utterance cf every letter with Doctor Friedmann, and who has
for a girl of medium height; and
that their inspection shall prove of
her kindly, and unexpectedly at a
contained in the words, "Sunday mag- observed all the test treatments of
Answer I can prescribe nothing what can I safely take to reduce
the
to
benefit
the
greatest
visitor, so
time when she is not disturbed by
azine."
the patients ,n New York.
effective as a thorough course of about 30 pounds?"
no matter what his walk in life.
The little speaker was decidedly ex
many people and events, the names
His First Official Statement
three grain
e
tablets.
Answer: Your weight is excessive,
A
modern universal exposition is
of your various relatives living in
hausted when she had finished the
The statement follows:
These tablets will aid in extracting and if it increases it
an
may cause
of
human
achievement the nutrition
epitome
distant states, the name of the paremarkable demonstration.
"For the benefit of the layman you
from the food which will much suffering and embarrassment,
losical
;iu
containing
you
and
relationship
per
represent
the name of
"Yes," she sighed, "my head aches. may say that the Friedmann bacillus
increase the red blood supply, over- I s.dsie! JLi
use or
man's words and work. It constitutes come
the editor of the paper
I think it will ache a long time now. serves as a tonic or
nervousness and you wf.l
appetizer for the a
which
are sold by
tablets,
for
of
She will tell you how much money
compendum,
ready reference,
It will stop, after while," she added white corpuscles of tne blood, the
come plump and healthy. This treat most
in sealed tubes with,
pharmacies
the
of
in
all
accomplishment
you have In your pocket, giving the
to
.
u
peoples
reassure
out
I'll go
natural defenders of the human syscheerfully,
ment should be continued for several full directions for
denomination of the coins and the
now and play with the lamb awhile." tem, against the depredations of vi- all phases of their activities, both months, as
it takes time to change
material and Intellectual. It is a dic th? tissues
various dates of coinage. No matter
She grasped her cap and jacket as rulent disease germs
and cells of the body.
what part of the house you stand in,
"Carpenter" writes: "My liver and
she spoke and followed us out of the
"In the hea'ithy body the white cor- tionary of human development.
no matter how you turn the hands
and in a bad condition. I
Because of this development, and
kidneys
door and into the yard, where the puscles are extremely active. The
"Sarah" says:
"Can anything be
of your watch, she will tell you the
lamb was bleating for attention.
moment we breathe into our systems because public opinion becomes more done for one who is bothered with have dizzy spelts ana dark spots before my eyes. Also have twinges of
time they indicate. If you put cards
The visit had included many other a virulent disease germ or, rather, ciitical as the years go by, the task rheumatism. If so. Dlease renlv."
rheumatism. Can I be helped "
down on the floor and turn them in
tests besides those enumerated. Mr. the moment such germs enter the of creating a classification of exhib
Answer You can be entirely cured
various ways she will tell you corWilliams had paid' special attention blood through the lungs or by infec- its becomes more and more difficult of
Answer: To cure kidney and liver
your rheumatism if you take the
to the playing cards, and once, when tion, the healthy white corpuscles with each succeeding exposition. It
rectly the character of each one you
Mix by shaking well and trouble use three grain uipherb tabfollowing:
call for.
must satisfy present .conditions of take a
Beulah was in animated conversation leap upon them and devour them.
teaspoonful at meal times and lets (not sulphur). Tnese are packed
There are many other things th.t
with Miss Reynolds he had suddenly
"One active white corpuscle, we art, science and manufacture.
at bed time and you will soon be cur in sealed tubes witn tuil direction
Beulah Miller can do that have not
inquired what card he had turned ov- may say for the sake of illustration,
With, these fundamental conditions ed.
Comp. essence cardiol, 1 oz.; for taking. They act pleasantly and
been overestimated by those who
er. Instantly, Beulah ceased speak- - is good for three tuberculosis germs. confronting him Captain Asher Car- comp. fluid
ba'imwort, 1 oz.; syrup tone up the bowels and liver and purknow her.
ing, glanced toward the ceiling, then By sheer force the white corpuscles ter Baker, U. S N., retired, director sarsaparilla
comp, 5 ozs.; wine of ify the blood. They are convenient,
The fact thai the little girl comrid the blood of its enemies. But an- of exhibits, has devoted the past ten colchicum, one-ha-lf
laughed heartily.
oz.; sodium sal effective and highly- curative
plains of severe headaches which con"Oh," she exclaimed, "you didn't other person's white corpuscles may months to the plan and preparation
icylate, i drams; iodide of potaasfum,
tinue for a considerable 'length of you."
turn any over."
be in a weakened slothful condition of a plan of classification that Is pro- 2 drams.
"Phoebe" The following will cure
time after a demonstration of her
The next moment Beulah was reIt was true.
and they may be able, individually nounced marvelous by the best known
your children of bedwetting:
Get 2
remarkable ability makes the towns- joicing over the possession of half a
Beulah possesses rather large fea- to conquer only one foreign bacillus experts on the
The docudrams of tincture
, sufferer
"Kay"' writes:
subject
; 1
"Can
a
people of Warren as well as tlie dollar.
tures, a mouth that denotes charac- and die in the process.
ment has just been issued by the ex from bronchial trouble be relieved? dram tincture cubebs. and 1 oz.
"I
a
exwonder if you can tell the people' ter and that she opens well when she
distance
many visitors from
"Under such conditions do the viru- position and bears the endorsement Doctors do not seem to
help me, what comp fluid balmwort. Mix, and giro
tremely considerate in their requests. here where my home is?" I inquired, laughs. Her lashes are long and dark lent disease germs maintain their of Dr. Frederick J. V. Skiff, director- - would
the child from 10 to 15 drops in wayou suggest?"
A Visit to Beuian's Home.
and her eyes a deep blue 'like her hold in the system, multiply and
taking hold of her hand.
of the exposition and well
ter
about one hour before each meal.
Answer:
To
cure chronic cold,
Several months ago the Rev. Hero "
mother's. She is an interesting little bring about lilness and death.
known international expert on classi sore throat and
bronchities
I
wou'xd
man W. Watjen, pastor of the BapBeulah spelled the first three let- girl aside from her peculiar mentalNonvirulent Bacilli a Tonic
fication, under whose supervision it advise the use of
"Maud" writes: "I have suffered a
concentrated estist church, where Beulah goes to ters rapidly. Then she hesitated an ity, and a favorite with all who know
"Technically, the repeated injec- was created by Captain Baker.
sence mentho-laxendeal with catarrh. It gives me
great
Purchase
this
Sunday school, called public atten- instant as she pronounced the sec- her.
tion of the nonvirulent tuberculosiB
11 deat
The
Includes
classification
2
alfects my eyea and my
store
any
in
oz.
headaches,
drug
tion to the little girl, with the result ond o. There wasl a long pause bepackages
bacilli that Doctor Friedmann has
that unless care is immediately taken fore the next letter. Miss Reynolds BENITO JUAREZ ANNIVERSARY. taken from the tnbercuiar turtle pro- partments: Fine arts, education, so and mix according tQ directions given breath is awful. Can you prescribe
cial economy, liberal arts, manufac on bottle and you will very shortly something to cure it? Only my nosher unusual powers will be overtaxed whispered to Gladys. (They were too
City of Mexico, March 21. The duced in the serum of the patient an tures and varied
industries, machin- be cured of ail bronchial trouble. trils and throat are affected."
unscientific
far away for any.souud to carry and birthday anniversary of Benito Jua- immune substance known as baterlo-lysinby
,
investigators. .
ery,
transportation,
agriculture, live This will not only relieve, but will
Miss Reynolds took the little girl a Gladys was completely out of sight rez, the great Mexican patriot, was
Answer: I have prescribed antiwhich are inlmtcable to bachorticulture
and
stock,
mines and cure, and is very pleasant to take.
Reynolds, a school teacher, and Mr. of Beulah.) Instantly, however, the celebrated today by all citizens of the teria of like specie; the multiplicaseptic vilane powder and grateful letmetallurgy. These departments have
ters from hundreds indicate that it
Williams, a ticket agent, and I went latter was enabled to overcome the republic without regard to their po- tion of
increased phago- been divided
"Hulda" says: "I cannot eat with- is
into 136 groups, subdi
to see a demonstration of Beulah's stumbling block, and pronounced "k" litical differences. The anniversary cytosis and a nigher opsonic index.
must be us
vided into 800 classes.
out great distress after eating. I am ed speedily curative, but
work.
with confidence.
The other three let- is a national holiday and is always
"To the layman, this simply means
occasionally to prevent a recurThe utmost care has been given by sleepless and restless, nervous and rence. Get a two ounce
Mistss' Reynold took the little girl a ters of "Brooklyn" followed in quick observed with fetes and celebrations. that the white corpuscles devour the
original
Baker to the classification of irritable. Can you tell me anytiiiug package of vi'iane
Captain
gift Mr. Williams purposed giving succession, but there was no falling Juarez was born March 21, 1806, of injected bacilli and are immediately
powder; use a half
that
would
cure
me?"
her all the coins she succeeded tn inflection of the voice when the last Indian parentage, and served as chief aroused to new activity, their appe- each department, and in many inteaspoonful to a pint of warm water.
Answer: Your trouble is all due to Prom the palm of the hand snuff the
describing. He also carried a deck letter was reached. The little girl executive of Mexico during the cru- tite or animosity being turned par- stances notable departures from the
methods followed at previous exposi- your stomach, which causes the ner- water through the nostrils until thorof cards with which he. purposed to always pauses abruptly, as though cial period of the nation's early histicularly toward bacteria of like spemake the usual tests. By way of va- reading disconnected letters, and tory.
cie to those they have just devoured, tions are apparent. For example, the vous, restless feeling. Take tablets oughly cleansed, two or three times
visitor to San Francisco in 1915, will triopeptine and you will soon be cur- daily. Mix a level
riety I carried a package of "cracker-jacks.- " waits to be told whether she has
teaspoonful of e
or, in other words, the viru'tent tubered of all this trouble
beThese are
extne
Bud
as
is
difference
What
she
"spelled
anything,"
really
culosis bacilli in the patient's system, find that the department of electricpowder with an ounce of lard or
and a col- which are a sort of cousin, as it ity has been eliminated as such, and pink, white and blue tab'ete to be vaseline and apply well up into the
tween an ordinary co-eEntering, we met Mrs. Miller and presses it.
the classes are distributed in those taken after meals Take the pink nostrils twice
three young girls who stood shyly
widow?
Another Strange Feat
lege
daily and your catarrh
were, to the nonvirulent bacilli intronear the doorway.
,
"But you don't know my name," I
Weiser One stays four years and duced by the injection of the. Fried- branches of human activity where tablet after breakfast, white after should soon be curea.
they are used. The majority of elec- dinner and blue after supper If
"The little girl in the center Is remarked, thinking that at all events the other stays for years.
mann serum
this is continued1 tie curative agen"Onda" writes: "I (am troubled
"Yesterday's demonstration, under trical exhibits iare classified under
cies will restore natural digestion.
with itching scaip, dandruff and my
government supervision, was carried machinery, and electricity is made a
in that department.
hair is falling out. It is harsh and
through promptly and with great in- group
"Miss M." writes: "I suffer greatly brittle."
The exhibits which will be grouped
terest on the part of two hundred
in the transportation exhibits palace with my nerves, am almost on the
Aiuswc-- r r
Plain Yellow Minyol is
physicians in attendance
will
be wonderfully arranged, accord- point of nervous prostration. I can- the best
Careless as to Sterilization
for itching scalp,
remedy
not sleep and am hysterical at times.
MADE FROM ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS
"There was only one criticism ing to Captain Baker's plans. As 'the
falling hair and dandruff that I know
Can you help me?"
TAKEN TWO MINUTES AFTER MOISTURE WAS APPLIED
of. It can be bought in 4 oz. jars and
made and this is a most serious one
Answer: Many women
old and if used according to directtons will
from the American view point, alyoung, who have suffered as you do, cure all diseases of the hair and
though they may do things differentHANDS
CRACKING
have
been cured by using the follow scalp. If the hair is harsh and
comto
I
the
in
refer
Germany
ly
brittle
tonic
restorative treatment: Get and you are Dothered
of
ing
our
defiance
of
principles
plete
with those
from your druggist 1 oz. tincture
sterilization and cleanliness in surgistraggling locks,, the use of minyol
ANDBLEEDING
-(not cardamon) and 5 ozs.
cal operations of any sort
store that soft, fluffy appearsyrup of hypophosphites comp., mix ance and bring back ths intense nat"The hospital staff had taken every
and take a teaspoonfu'i before each ural color.
precaution in the preparation of In- With Eczema.
Watery Blisters.
struments, cloths and in creating abDisfigured and Sore. Could Not
solutely aseptic conditions for the inPut Them in Water, Cuticura exposition is to celebrate ' the open- department alone. Special attention
jection of the Friedmann culture.
ing of the Panama canal, a distinct has been Riven to the case of juveSoap and Ointment Cured.
Hut both Doctor Friedmann and his
maritime
event, it is the intention to nile dependent and delinquents.
brother, Dr. A. C. H. Friedmann, hanfeature marine exhibits under the
Mo. "My trouble boan about
The fine arts exhibit is another deSt.
Olalr,
n
dled needles without taking the
fifteen years ago. It was what some claimed
marine section of transportation
in which the Panama-Pad- .
partment
comInfection
and
against
eczema. The form the disease worked under
In the transportation palace flc international
of
was
with
out
a
exposition is to o o
the
stultified
efforts
brenktng
the
pletely
will he shown the exhibits of all the
all previous world's fairs. Parti-cnla- r
watery blisters on my
hospital staff.
hands which would then great steamship companies;
water
interest attaches to this exhib"The attending physicians simply
dry and scale, and then transportation of all countries, navi- it because
of
of the awakening in art
Baking Powder
would follow the trouble
gaeped with astonishment at the seemand
characteristic
gation
commerce;
which
and
has
of
manifested itself throngh.
bleeding,
cracking
Powder
which
tne
manner
careless
In
amount of
ingly
"Big
also Itching and hurting.
boats of all nations; a complete ex- out the western hemisphere in
NOTE hore the
the
hypohandled
the
way
the
Gorman
by
physicians
gas
also note the
My hands were dlsflgurod hibit of motor boats, their engines last decade.
YOU will
the powder has risen over tha
Finer paintings
Baking Powder
dermic Instrument's and the skin of
tre
amount of leavenat the time, and soro.
top of the glass. Note how
The trouble was very and motor0; pleasure yachts; sail and owned in the United States today
around the spot where
ing gas here; also the sedithe
patients
the onevenriess of
bow
it
steam yachts, which are generally than at the time of the
is; also
light and fluffy
ment in the bottom of glass,
NOTE contents; also the
annoying, and disturbed ray sleep. Thi
the Injection was made.
exposition at
cvea the grain is. This test
last February It was ever so much worse shown by. models; methods of water
which is a solution of Rochelle
Chicago, St. Louis,
small amount of leavening gai
and in '
here
cases
earlier
treated
"The
by than before, I did not do all my work on
Salts. About 80 per cent, of
proves CALUMET has a
the great water infrom the height the powder
it is expected that the expothis powder nse'd is left in tha
Doctor Friedmann are reported to be account of the condition of my hands. X transportation;
great amount of leavening gas
t hem In water without makof the great, lakes, showing the sition at Sun Francisco
lias risen in tha glass. The
not
could
that it is gradually and unifood as Rochelle Salts. Ask
dustry
put
too
will include
steadily Improving, but it is still
residuei from these powders
ing them worse I tried a lot of home
formly given off. It leaves no
your doctor about constant
transportation of ore; methods of the finest loan exhibit ever made in
unwholesome residue.
early to recognize definite results remedies, also salvos and liniments that
vary considerably.
dosing with Rochelle Salts.
models of the great battle this country,
from the treatment A week must claimed to be a cure for the trouble, but unloading;
So wlfJi all of the
ships of the world; and historic exI did not obtain a euro.
TLis Proves the Wonderful Leavening Qualities tne Purity the
seen"
other departments
be
before
can
results
elapse
nctt
"At last I saw the advertisement for hibit of models of the ships of the above
rTW
mentioned.
Housed in the
of
the
Ointment.
Economy
Cuticura Soap and
I cent for
Superiority
a sample. I thought they would cure, so early navigators of England, Holland, magnificent palaces which, the best
PHYSICAL EDUCATORS TO MEET,
box of Cuticura France and Spain
I sent for a llfty-cethereby making an architect, artists and swnjlptora
of
Newark, N. J., March 21 Nearly Ointment and some Cuticura Boap. A international exhibit in all its forms. two continents
have planned-surroun- ded
advised me to keep ahead vt ita ttie
A remarkable
one thousand gymnasium instructors doctor
classification hag
by courts of Oriental beftUtv
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and they cured
from all parts of the United States me completely. No trace of the trouble been effected by Captain "Baker in the and set in a
landscape bounded by
Ask Your Grocer Insist on Calumet.
(Signed) Mrs. 'Mary Taylor,
and Canada are expected to attend remains."
department of social economy. Rep""a
""i
Bmiitng hills, the 1 1912.
Mar.
20,
the annual convention of the Ameriresentation will be had in all phase hibits of the Panama-r-a-l-.RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS, World's Pure Food Exposition,
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
can physical Education association gold t hroughout the world. Liberal sample of of the important economic questions tion at San F.
anciaco
i:: a. ....
Chicago, UL, 1907; Paris Exposition, France, March, 1912.
which will meet in this city next each mailed free, with 32-- Bkln Book. Ad- which agitate the world at the present constitute a m rvi-- i
:
Boston."
dress
"Cuticura, Dept.T,
week. The sessions will begin Wedday. Fifteen groups,
Including 52 of uTnnrn-men luould uao Cutleur
on and of in- .,.-,elswses, ere found necessary Sn ting fitii!.
nesday and continue until Saturday. Soap HUavlas KKl, 25c, Sample tewt.
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are worth $2j,(K)0 to Las Vegas each
year. Dr. Roberts quoted figures to
show that the Normal is the largest
educational institution in the state.
He suggested that the Commercial
club conduct an official visit to the
Normal to witness what Is being done
there. Dr Roberts said that the short
visit would be an education to the
business men by Bhowing them what
a valuable Institution is possessed by
Las Vegas and what efficient work Is NATURAL
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It is refreshing to receive a communication from Judge Long. He is
always full of energy and 6pirit and
never overlooks an opportunity to
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
boost
for his home city, just now he
r:
Daily, by Csr-feis in Excelsior Springs, Mo. He says
been
had
than
06
arrived
guests
fmt Copy
the desires of the people
that place depends upon springs of
16 to ascertain'
pected, due to the failure of some of
Cue Wk
a
committee
Accordingly
of
the
not
half the curative value of those
city.
to
men
66
Inform
business
Secretary
the
Cue Month
composed of Charles O'Malley, Her Stark to provide a plate for them. possessed by Las Vegas, but, beOae Year
man Ilfeld and George A. Fleming,
a few were left out cause of boosting and harmony on
Daily by Mail
of However, only
was appointed for the purpose
the part of the citizens, is going rapof
"feed"
and
the
thay did not seem
One Year
idly forward. Judge Long has writmaking a careful canvass, interview- to be at all
repeeved, because they
lx Month
ten the following letter to The Optic:
ing every business man and proper turned in time for the speaking. '
ty owner and ascertaining what he
Excelsior, Mo.,
Those present at the dinner were:
WEEKLY C7TIC AND STOCK
desires done. This committee will re- William J.
March 19, 1913.
LeaDavid
J.
Lucas, Judge
GROWER
Editor Optic. Perhaps a line from
port to a mass meeting of the citizens hy, Rev. E. C. Anderson, Jefferson
208
One Year
to be held Monday evening In the
this city of many waters may be wel1w Commercial
Raynolds, Charles Tamme, Charles
ix Months
club rooms. It Is expectcome. "All work and no play makes
B.
F.
Dr.
Greenclay, Joseph Taichert,
ed at that time that a large number
Den- Jack a dull boy," so I had read some
Cash In Aavance tor Mall Subscrip- of citizens will be present and de- Huxmann, H. N. Northrup, W. C.
place, and needing a change dropped
Pownis, Richard Johnson, Stephen
tions)
action can bo taken. This
off here to drink, bathe ana sweat
cisive
H.
H.
Frank
J.
Dr.
F.
ers,
Gearing,
check or money
and recuperate.
is necessary, as the government de
,.,emit K by draft,
sent otherwise we will not sires the bids for the federal building Roberts, William. Shillinglaw, William
wrder.
With good health ones ability to
Green-bergeM.
Whalen, Thomas Johnsen,
fc
responsible for loss.
is
site to be In the hands of tho treasalmost
accomplish
limitless,
M. M. Sundt, Charles RosenSpecimen copies free on applica- urer of tho United States next month.
hence
best
the
In life is
investment.
M. Bendix, Dr.
H. M. Smith,
thal,
'
tion.
The County Fair
that which is likely to increase
A.
Fleming, F. O. Blood,
town's George
O. Blood, one of the
health and vigor and prolong the
F.
W. P. Southard,
Charles O'Malley,
fcLL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
was the man who
for work and increased opporboosters,
greatest
days
Hallett Raynolds, William Springer,
THE EXPIRATION OV TIME
r
the county fair. The
In passing along we too ofsuggested
tunity.
Charles
William
Danziger,
Rosenthal,
PAID FOR
ten
asked all present who are in Peter
that the human body is a
forget
Mackel, Isaac Davis, Millard V.
which
favor of holding an agriculturai exmust be properly
machine,
E.
L.
David
Beal,
Winternitz,
4dvertlBrs are guaranteed the hibit next fall to arise. Every man Browne,
to reach its highest point
cared
for
Danziger, Herman Ilfeld, P.
imrgart dally and weekly circulation present arose to his feet. Mr. Lucas Joseph
maH. Le Noir, Dr. W. E. Kaser, Dr. E. of efficiency and neglect the
New
northern
In
rt y newspaper
said for the information of the gath- B.
until it becomes permanently
Shaw, Maurice Danziger, C. V. chinery
ering that the last session of the leg- Hedgcock, Isaac Bacharach, Dr. Jacob impaired. It is good business to
islature passed a bill empowering
clean off the cogs, and oil up the
Landau, William B. Stapp, Lorenzo
TELEPHONES
of county commissioners to apworks occasionally, but why not at
boards
Delgado, John W. Harris, Fred
Main 2
OFFICE
He
home?
$500 for county fairs.
There's the rub. With the
propriate
D. T. Hoskins and Colbert C
Mal
!
kws DEPARTMENT
continuous demands on time and atsugested that San Miguel county Root.
make an effort to secure this approtention, with the lack of facilities it
FRIDAY. MARCH 21, 1913.
can not be done.
priation.
If the Hot Springs at home were
The following committee was apTill: FICKLE GItEEKS
made what they ought to be, .they
pointed to make arrangements for the
S
News from
might become a continuous source
fair; it has power to appoint subThe Greeks that are appear to be committees and numerous
of opportunity. The old timers well
citizens
verv much 'ike tiie Greeks that may expect to find themselves ca"ed
remember when not only our own
Normal Notes
.
.
,
Ilin
were, ims uot's uu iuau .wm tha upon to do their share toward uiak-inhome
people but many from abroad,
The assembly period last Friday
heroes o Marathon aud Salamls, of
F. O. was given over to a
received
beneficial treatment at the
the venture a success:
discusgeneral
Tbenuoplyae and Hataea looked and Blood, chairman; George A. Fleming, sion of the question "Why Boys Leave old bath house. Why not again?
acted like the Grecians with whose Herman Ilfeld, Lorenzo Delgado, Jos School Without
Here at Excelsior, Is a city of 4,000
Graduating." Dean
appearance aud conduct Americans eph Danziger, William Shillinglaw, Dr. Carron read au article from "The In- - people and growing, built up entirely
are most familiar. But the dramatic Frank H. H. Roberts, Charles Green-clathe curative properties of these
'
dependent" on the subject, and thenon
ebb and flow of popular sentiment
Isaac Bacharach, Clarence Iden made a short talk. Professor Kelly waters. It will soon become 10,000,
j among the Greeks of the present day
and W. H. Stark, secretary.
followed the dean with a few remarks Why? Because public spirited people
is forcibly illustrated la the cases of
took hold with a will and held on
One of the most enthusiastically re
setting forth the great part which the
the assassinated Kins George and ceived addresses of the evening was immediate
with tenacity and built upon what in
in
need
of
money
played
the crown prince who has Just as- that of Dr. Jacob Landau, rabbi of
out of school. Mr. the beginning was a slender foundacended the throne. And this fluctua- Congregation Montefiore. Dr. Landau keeping boys
tion.
An old
the Excelsior
said that the youth is apt to
tion of favor very closely resembles said the clergyman is not fulfilling his Kelly
16 barrels a day for domestic and
ran
financial
in
his
too
be
short
sighted
that of which so many of the ancient duty unless he endeavors to assist in
uses. Some fellow out of health
does not stock
ambitious, and therefore
and
heroes, warriors, statesmen
the material as well as the spiritual realize that he is cutting down his drank the water continually and became we'll. He told his sick neighphilosophers were the victims 2,000 benefit of his community. He dechances for financial success by goto 2,500 years ago.
scribed the Forum, recently organized, ing out into the world before com- bors and they were cured and told
King George was placed upon the in which the clergy and a number of
others, and so little by little, just as
Athenian throne by the powers when prominent citizens are interested. pleting his education.
all successful enterprises do, the repProfessor Corneal gave a concise
be was only a Danish prince, a mid- He said this organization would work
utation increased. People began to
view as to the possible methori of
shiDman in the royal xjKy He was
come from the surrounding country,
for the benefit ct Las Vegas In every
keeping young men in school "Make
accepted by the Hellenes with every pos?ibl way. Hi.
remarks school life s.eem to the boy like a a pavillion cheap one, too was built,
but
evidence of enthusiastic approval,
the waters stored, the town widely
were roundly applauded.
football game, aud impress upon his
advertised as a health place and otn-- j
It was not long before he found him
Dr. Frank H, H. Roberts, president mind that it is a
struggle a fight; ers came, some with
self Involved In political embroil' of the New Mexico Normal Univer
money and be
will
in school for the
remain
then
he
hos
the
him
for
ments which gained
to
in
the
for hidden
dig
gan
ground
which
made
adrdess
in
a short
sity,
sake of contest, and because it. is sources of
aud they found
tility of the grafters and demagogues he stated that the Normal, second to
wealth,
him to love to fight," was the
it.
:f Greek politics. The fickle popu- the Safita Vte railway, is the greatest born in
Soda, lithea, salt, sulphur and
central thought of Mr. Corneill's talk. iron waters were
the
young
the
that
fact
found, facilities for
lace, despite
asset possessed- by Las Vegas. Dr. Others who
spoke briefly on the sub- using them established, advertiseking was fighting for honesty and Roberts saiij the Expenditures of each
were Solomon
Gallegos, Clare ment
made, and gradually, slowly at
"economy in the administration of the student, during a school year, Is ap- ject
Timmons.
and
Pryor
Koogler
him
turned
first the town became a. beehive, unagainst
nation's affairs,
$250.
every
proximately
Consequently
grade til now It is visited by thousands,
.Monday night the seventh
In much the same spirit as that 100 additional students
brought here entertained the eighth graders and
20
who come and go out and tell others
forefathers
which impelled their
the members of the girls' basketball who come and swell the
centuries and more before to write
throng and
team, at an enjoyable masked party. the story. So growth, wealth, prosthe name of Aristides on the ostracizInquiries among a large number of women This is vacation week, and the stu- perity has come to Excelsior by
ing oyster shell because they were using
"The Cook s Book" showed this to dents are making good use of It as a
"keeping everlastingly at it." Why
weary of hearing him called "The be their favoritt cake recipe. It Is easy to
as
out well if K C Bak- - week of pleasure and recreation. The not Las Vegas?
Always the mind
make, certain . to. .. turn
Just"; in much the same spirit
1
kA
K .1
I. J I,
" above is only one of a iimber of en- runs) back to the oid home town, to
1J1K
ruwuci la iiacu, auu may uc Jiui iir
ttat in which they pressed the hem- gether
with almost any filling or icing. joyable 'affairs
in by its
participated
lock to the lips of Socrates and
splendid' people, its slumbering
week.
this
students
Normal
resources.and the query comes, when
the
KG
heaped humiliation upon Pericles,
High School Notes
wllg we waa up to what we have
greatest constructive, statesman and
Bv Mr. lanet McKeniie Hill, Editor of
has been a strenuous and we have more than Excelsior
week
This
School
Boston
the
Cooking
Magazine.
patriot of ancient Hellas.
One-hacup butter: 1 cup suaar: week for the students, examinations and' make the best use of it?
Then the tide turned again aud for
S eggs, beaten light; 1
of
cups being the chief activity of the school.
yolks
A Sunday school boy was once told
ome time before his death King
Bijlea Jtour; si level teasnoonjuia ft O Since the first of the school year each
r
what-vewas
a "popular idol,"
by his teacher that there was nothing
George
llakt ng t'owder; J cup cola water; wh ilea
Si
beaten dry.
lass has taken a special pride in its Impossible for God; nothing He could
of
is
Greece.
worth
eggs,
in
fact
that,
Cream the butler: add the wear, volks of giades in the various subjects and not do. "Oh, yes there is," said the
Tho assassination, according to the
and waterj then the flour, sifted three the class holding tho highest average
tfrps
hs.a
"p'ninged
bright boy." "Toll us what it is," m
press dispatches,
times with tiie baking powder j lastly the
is considered the '"Only Class." At marked the teacher. The answer
It
has whites ot
Greece into mourning," though
JJaKe
two
or
in
cf.gs.
the present time the eighth grade was, quick and sometntng of a stun!
been only a few years since Greece three layers: put tnese
Sv
with
cream
filling, and dredge I
is holding the highest average in the ner. "He can't make a 2 year, eld
iljj
was doing Its best to drive hiin from
the top with confectioner's sugar, r .1
Castle school, but the higher grades colt in a minute."
the throne, even to the extent of
streets.
So It Is, We can not make a city, or
Intend to defeat this, class thfa month.
In
the
him
at
shooting
at
the
high
ihns
are
Athletics
booming
The new king, Constantino,
develop largely, in a "minute," but
"
have we can begin. Wre can start the
r" The
month.
school
this
boys
a
similar
experience,
passed through
organized a baseball team which h,,s wheels in motion and once started
the 45 years of his aifo having been
and1 social
defeated all the teamB they have.jieop them going. WIl'l we? That's
crowned with political
played up to the present time with the question. Dr. Lnnflati in doing
cabals, one of which almost succeedgrade. well in trying to set the wheels movthe
exile.
Just
In
his
exception of the eighth
ed
bringing alout
Plans are being made to play an out ing. Let us all help.
cow he Is said to be another "popular
Cream Filling
side team, but nothing official has
But what of Excelsior? The waters
h
idol," but the value and even the
cup eified flour; i
J
as
hot
1
salt;
been
the
cup
on
Is
are
of
this
certainly In many instances curayet
milk;
subject
heavily
given
egg,
.safety
designation
light; cup sugar; 1 teaspaonful
vaca- tive. Rheumatism, all forms of kidbe
will
the
Next
discounted by those who know the beaten
week
spring
1
vanilla, extract; ounce chocolate.
tion for the public schools, the sec- ney trouble, diseases of the stomach
3rceks.
Being a "popular idol" In
Mix flour and salt with a
little cold
creece one day carries with it a most milk; stir into the hot milkvery
and cook tea ond spring vacation in the history of and bowels, are cures m very many
add the chocolate and stir until it the public schools. During this time Instances.
The waters are certainly
.disquieting probability of being ener- minutes;
is melted and evenly blended with the flour
save
the
and
the
have
will
students
people are making the
nothing
good
getically "potted" the next.
mixture, then beat in the egg mixed with tiie
o
pleasure to take up their time. Sev- most out of them. Their success
sugar, and lastly the vanilla. .
You need the K C Cook's Book, contain-iri- g eral baseball games have been plan- should stimulate Las Vegas to) go and
'The labor organizations of San
this and 89 other delicious recipes sfnt ned
arft preparing to open a
Fi muSm-by the boys while the girls will do likewise. We have our hot springs,
upon receipt of tiie colored certificate use
fret
their time sewing and doing oth- and a little above the Iron Bprin
and training parked
Mtiicn labor lumpital
in every
tan (if K C Baking
sil. no!
i.nw. The institution i'owii'-r- . Send to the jiues Mig. Co,) er things peculiarly delightful to and Pete Rolh'g MclWh. If Las s
I hem,
will quit "hiding its 1krht und-- T
lit IIJ,
Jnly 1.

.Will go where other cars can- ' not go
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Will go when any
will cro
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Cream Cake

ft

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

can- -

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

steel,

lightest, strongest, toughest
steel known, making it strong,
liffht. easv to ooerate.

W.

0.

&

Phjne Main 344.

Machine
-

'Vhalen,

Co

Fowler Props

BOURNE

AGENT
Fountain Square
:BOX 355

Las Vegas

a bushel," and utilize what it has,
we will come into our own. This
thought of what we might do comes
to me often when I see what others
with less of natural resources have
done and are doing.

toast-maste-

t,

I

other car

Will o when other cars
not eo '

0

the

0001

Will go where any other car
will go

0

Cor-bet-

AT YOUR

EPIPPE!)

ON

RESOURCES ARE NOT
SO GOOD, BUT THE PEOPLE
ARE LIVE ONES.

being done.
be lnrtuee(f to votp. bonds in the sum
Upon motion, the president of the
of $K.ono for 'tfie' opening of Tenth Commercial club was Instructed to fix
street. Others suggested that the a date upon which the organization
extension of. Tenth street be run In would go in a body to visit the Northe form of a "3dg", which would mal.
make the expense considerably less. t The dinner was a most delightful
The meeting finally decided that affair from
every viewpoint. More
the proper thing to be done would be
ex-

FULLY;
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E. V. LONG.
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GOOD FRIDAY OBSERVED

ALL OVER

1

THE WORLD
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THE

DAY
COMMEMORATES THE
CRUCIFIXION OF CHRIST
IN JERUSALEM.

Electric L
is the idea!

illuminxnt.
H?a.ve your
home wired

Today is the day set aside by the
church for the commemoration of the
crucifixion of Christ. Although not
a 'legal holiday in the United States
this day Is observed as such in England and Ireland, and Is observed by
special rites as a holy day in the
United States by the Catholic and
Episcopal churches. Good Friday is
observed on the Friday before Easter. That from a very early period It
was a day of solemn mourning and
special prayer Is apparent from the
and from
MaJn 206
Apostolic Constitutions
Euseblus, who tells us that: when
Christianity was established in the
empire, Constantine forbade the holding of markets, law courts, and other
later induced Bergman to come to
public proceedings on this day, A COLONEL BERGMAN WAS
this country. Mr. Bergman was made
number of ancient popular customs,
a colonel in the union army and servsuch as the eating of hot cross buns,
A DISTINGUISHED MAN ed from 1861 to 1865. He continued
are connected with the day. A serIn the service for several years therevice of modern origin. Increasingly
after and was stationed at this city
In
and
Catholic
the
Episcopopular
as lieutenant in where he participated in numerable
pal churches, Is the three hours' de- served
Indian fights and skirmishes.
prussian army; friend
votion, consisting of addresses upon
Still later Colonel Bergman was
of McClelland.
the seven last words of Christ, prayplaced In charge of the federal peniers and hymns, occupying the hours
Colonel E. Bergman, the father of tentiary at Santa' Fe. He made and
from 12 to 3, when Christ hung upon
H. E. and E. C. Bergman of this city, lost several fortunes
during his
the cross.
who died in Victor, Colo., Saturday,
He went to the Cripple Creek
March 15, was a man of unusual abil- district in Colorado In 1899 to reMASHER "GETS HIS"
ity. He was a native of Germany cuperate his fortune and .had been
Buffalo, N. T., March 21. Leo D. and was a lieutenant in the Prussian fairly successful up to the time of
Varien, a waiter, must today pay a army attached to the embassy at his death. He was one of the chier
fine of $500 or begin to serve 180 Rome in 1853. While there he met owners of tho Villa Grove Marble
days In the penitentiary, the heaviest Major George B. McCle'iland, ' who company, which owns the valuable
sentence ever Imposed here on a was later commander-in-chie- f
of the marble quarries near Sallda, Colo.
"masher." Varien was convicted ot union army in the civil war.
Mr. Bergman's body was sent to SanThe friendoaip made then between ta Fe, where it was burled beside
pressing unwelcome attentions on a
'
old girl.
the two was
and' McCleland that of his wife last Tuesday.

NOW.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.

life-tim-

life-lon-

ster Greet!

Cream Cake
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SUNDAY IS EASTER SUNDAY
New Footwear Just Received for Children

--

For children, we are showing an unusual assortment of Velvet, 'Patent, New Buck and Canvass Pumps and Shoes. Splendidly
in style, superior workmanship and materials.
,

Prices $1.50 to S3.00
Al) Departments Are Filled With the
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TERRIFIC.: STOHM

PERSONALS
'

SWEEPS

D. P. Furaell of El Paao came in

EASTER SPECIAL;

THE

r

last night for a few days' visit in

the city.
Prank Clark, returned this afternoon
from a business trip over the southern part ot the state.
of Alamogordo
B. R. Blankesby
came in last iilght from that place
for a sort visit here.
J. D. Hand came in this afternoon
from Santa Fe where he has been on
a short business visit.
Dr. Alice Rice returned this afternoon from Watrous where he had
been on a short business visit.
Mrs. Paz Mente of Pecos, N. M
oame in last night on a few days'
visit with friends in the city.
J. R. Gatewood, civil engineer for
the local Santa Fe Railway company,
la now stopping at the Y; M. C. A.
Stephen Powers returned last night
ftom Watrous In company with Dr.
M. F. Des Marais in the latter's auto.
F. O. Chaffee, a well known business man of French, came in last
night on a short business visit in the
city.
Mrs. T. G. Anderson came in last
night from California for a visit with
her son, Rev. E. C. Anderson of this
city.
A. F. Wendland, who for the past
two weeks has been a visitor in Las
his
Vegas, left this afternoon for
home In Indiana.
H. F. Drill of Salt Lake came in
last night and will be a visitor in
Las Vegas for a few days. Mr. Drill is
stopping at El Dorado hotel.
J. P. Archuleta, a well known tobacco salesman, came in this .afternoon from his headquarters at Denver for a visit in the city.
II. P. Lamy, president of the Imperial Fire Insurance company of New
YotU City, was & visitor in the city
today, stopping at the Plaza hotel.
John O. Follarod of Phoenix, Ariz.,
came in from that place last night on
a few days' business visit in Las Ve
gas and is stopping at the Plaza ho

j

Sip

(

wind.

Heavy .rains preceded snow in
south and east Missouri. ., At Oklahoma City the wind rose to 46 miles an
hour. The mercury this morning
dropped to 13 here, 8 in Omaha, 12
in SU. Joseph, 10 at WTichlta and
Cordia, Kansas, 22 at Springfield,
Mo., 16 at Oklahoma City, 2 ai Denver and 100 at AniariUo, Texas.
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NEW CABINET

to Progress
Is frequently a change from

indigestable breakfast to a
simple dish of

HEAD

21. Jean Barthou,
Paris, March
'
minister of justice In the" retiring
French cabinet; today accepted the
president's ;invjta,tion to head the
new cabinet. He called on President
Polncare; anil fcformed him that as
the result of (inquiries he was sure of
an ample majority to support him In
the chamber of deputies, and also in
the senate, at least until the eleo-torireform bill comes up again for
discuasion.
It was Ui lack of support for this measure which brought
about the fall of the Brland cabinet

siti
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Grape-Nut- s
BldJ

cream.

; Add a soft boiled egg and a
cup of Postum, if you please,
and you will be well nourished
for a hard morning's work.
food is parti-

Grape-Nut- s

cularly rich in

brain-making-

'

Trial proves

everywhere

RACE.

Western
swimmers are favorites In the national championship of the A A. U.
at 500 yards which is to be decided
at the New York Athletic club
tomorrow.
Porry McGilUvray
and Harry Hebner of the Illinois Athletic club, and Nicholas Norwich and
"Bud" Goodwin of the New York Athletic club, are among those entered
fif O'p raco, McOillivay recently
New

21.

nata-toriu-

"There's a Reason"
Grocers

SWIMMING
York, March

BIG

g

Grape-Nut- s.

are said to be marooned near Lake
Moraine as the result of heavy snows.
They have a complete camping outfit
and supplies, bo that no fears are entertained for them.

:,

nutrition
the true meat of the wheat
and barley grains.
muscle-buildin-

MAROONED ON PEAK.
Colorado Springs, Colo., March 21.
Professor G. E. Martin of the engineering department of Colorado
College, and nine students who went
up Pike's Peak Wednesday to study
the Colorado Springs water system,

,

sell

t

-

,

We have just received a large quanti- ty of human French refined hair in all
shades and all grades, 30 to 36 and 38
inches long, which can be made to
your individual order. We can match

A. TAICHER.TS
EAST LAS VEGAS,

S

i

Bring your combings in and have
them made into Braids and Puffs.

610

SEA1S UADE

INDICATIONS ARE PENNSYLVAN-IANWILL SING BEFORE AN
IMMENSE 'AUDIENCE.

your hair PERFECTLY. Prices liberal.
Come in and see for yourself.

Phone Vegas 340

Douglas Ave

N. M.

broke the American record formerly championship matches will occupy
two days. The institutions repreheld by C M. Daniels
sented are Princeton, Pennsylvania,
"Cornell, Columbia and Lehigh. CorFOR MAT CHAMPIONSHIPS,
Ithaca, N. Y., March 21. A bevy of nell is the present holder of the
star grapplers representing: leading Championship, having crpturedi it
eastern colleges rounded up at Cor- last winter after winning a large
nell university today to contest In the number of dual meets with other colannual championships of the Inter- leges outside the intercollegiate
collegiate Wrestling association. The

Th,e tickets for the Pennsylvania
State College Glee club concert Monday night, were placed on. reservation this morning at the Y. M. C. A.
and at the opening hour the building
was crowded.
The tickets win oe
reserved for the railway folk tomorrow and on Monday will be on sale
for the general public. Superintendent S. E. Busser of the Santa Ke
Reading Rooms
Railway Company
says of this club:
It was originally planned to bring
this club at Christmas, but owing
to many engagements on the line, we
were obliged Xn postpone their trip
to Easter. Of course these clubs can
come onl' when the faculty can spare
them from their studies for a brief
time. Thex have cheerfully fallen In
with the Idea of making the month
of March on the Santa Pe a time of
Easter music and Easter rejoicing.
Three college glee clubs will be on
the line in March. It is not expected
they will confine their work to Eas

-

-,

ter music and Easter conception, but i
I wish to make prominent the thought
of immortality and the ruture Hie,
and' write the history of Santa. Fe
Reading Rooms In big, glistening let-- .
ters the inspiring message of Easter time to Santa Fe employes by
t
college clubs.
Please remember this: the musical,
director of this club was for years
first tenor of, the famous Dunbar
Male Quartette, and is , one of ,the
most eminent and successful teachers
In the entire land.
. ;
He is also a composer of no little
note. The president of the college
has written me a lovely letter In
praise of these boys and their work.
I am just as proud of Santa Fe employes as Dr. Sparks is of this glee
club, and deemed it would be a most
desirable accomplishment to bring
the two together 'and compare botes
,

.

:S

,

,

on

We are g'lad to learn from Pennsylvania, as we have from Michigan,
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas.
S. E. BUSSER,
Supt Reading Rooms.

bnmhd iiusTUG
We have founded up the choicest selection of all sorts of
merchandise for Spring and
Summer. We know we need
not remind you that style, quality and prices are right when
you come to us.
Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits
from $7.50 to $20.00
Ladies and Misses Coats from
$7.50 to $15.00
All leading styles in fabrics
at popular prices. We have a
more and
popular
priced line of dress goods and
wash goods than ever.
te

Hoffman
WE

ALBERT PRINCE

&

Craubaith

POPULAR PRICE STORE
DM

Sale Ag'ait lor tht Ctlcbrttcd Dorothy
Shoes for Women

HANGED

Lincoln, Neb., March 2L Albert
Prince, negro, was hanged at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon for the murder
of Warden Davis.

Me pitas Wilkes im

Agents lor the NEW IDEA Ten Cent Fitter n!

PKoneMaln 104

Hue

mm
O

Right here is the only place in town where
you can get STYLEPLUS CLOTHES.

visit here.

here.

, )
1

'

Easy Winter in New York.
New York, Maioh 21. Winter e'd-eat 12:10 oc'lock- this morning,
according to the vernal equinox, with
New York City having had less snow
and cold weather than for many

- OF-

'i
"i

per cent interest.
4$ On Savings Accounts

4

-

-

S2.45
Braids Made to Order

t

',

TifColumbus, O., March 21-i- At
Mr. J. F. Pflster of Marceline, Mo.,
fin, O., William Wicic, aged 75, was
came in last night from that place instantly killed and elx or eight othfor a few weeks' visit with his wife, ers are believed to have been buried
who haa been a visitor in the city for in the debris of a smokestack of a
several months. Mr, Pflster is a county Infirmary, which was wrecked
prominent banker of Marceline.
Three
by. the high winds" today.
Mrs. Fred Anton left today for Hur- others are known to be
injured.
ley, New Mexico, where her husband
assistant
trainmaster
of the Rio
Boats Are In Trouble.
Grande division of the Santa Fe RailSandusky, O., March, 21. Two
way company, is situated. Mrs. An- boats are missing, one is on the
ton" will visit her husband for a few rocks and another is in Uistress in
weeks.
,i
the
gale that is sweeping
'
A. L. Mitchell, representative of the
Sandusky bay today. It is feared
Brueck and Wilson Lace and Novelty that six or more men have been
company of New York, was a busi- drowned. Life savers have gone to
ness visitor in the city today. Mr. the rescue of six others who are in
Mitchell is Interested
in the sheep extreme peril.
business of New Mexico and may

CAPITAL

BIG RESERVATION!

Sharp
Kansas
and sleet and a drop in temperature
were general over the Missouri valley and the southwest last night and
early today. In some sections the
storm was accompanied by a strong

Fourteen Killed by a Tornado
Mobile, Ala,, March 21. An uncon
: firmed rumor fom Lower Peach Tree
tel.
W. H. Frost and family of Chicago on
the Alabama river, is to he effect
are visitors in the city today, stop that 14 people were kille and an
ping at La Pension hotel. Mr. Frost immense1 amount of damage done by
is a well known traveling man of Chi a tornado which
swept through that
cago.
place early last evening.
James Hunter, sheriff of Otero
Late advices are to the effect that
county, came in last night with Fred 15 persons were killed at Lower
Fort, who was committed to the state Peach Tree, among them the followasylum. Mr. Hunter returned to Ala- ing prominent citizens:
Family of
mogordo this morning on train No. 3. L. D.
Mr. and Mrs, James
Bryant,
J.f A. Conley, master mechanic of
Clark, Mrs. Cooper, Mrs. G. E. Wilthe New Mexico division of the Santa liamson and" son" G. E. Williamson
Fe Railway company, with headquar is
seriously but not fatally hurt.
ters- - at Raton, came in from
that
place last night on a brief business
Stack Falls On a Man.

The Plus Sign

A)

los-- t

PEOPLES BANK- ia TRUST CO.
110.000.00

for Easter at

In'"

'

stolen.
Open an account here and let your money earn
';)2Sfo On Checking Accounts

BRAIDS and PUFFS.

Drop in Temperature.
City, Mo., March 21. Snow

.

or,

We have a good assortment of made-u- p
BR IDS of good quality on which
we are making a VERY SPECIAL price

night and early .today. Considerable
property damage is reported, Tut loss
of life is not mentioned. Wires are
down, throughout' Kentucky and much
of Tennessee. A
wind blew
at Nashville.

A DAY

year, observes no holiday and never takes a vacation. ',
','
Money kept at home or in the pocket earns no interest and is in constant danger of being

now-a-day-

(Continued from Pago 1.)

24 flOUIiS

365 days a

A great deal of art is displayed in
Ladies' Coiffures
which is
of
beautiful
largely due to the use

v

years. Practically all or the $500,000
which the city annually spends for removing snow was saved. Repeatedly
warm weather records for winter,
which had stood for 30 years or more,
were broken. Navigation on the Hudson practically has been continuous
and the ice harvest in this state is
less than ha'if the normal. Spring
entered warmly with the city enveloped in a thick fog.

INTEREST WORKS

This statement means that no other
store can equal our style plus values.
ii

rtyiGpiusj7
"The same price the world ov&"

are greater values than you have ever seen
you have seen a STYLEPLUS.

unless

Think of how these clothes are made by the largest clothing makers in the
whole country, What is more, the idea and the supreme effort of this organization are to produce.the highest essentials of good clothes at a medium price.
Every workman is a specialist trained to excel in his allotted, task. This cong
centration of effort upon a single suit results in the
collar, the
graceful, flowing lapel, the shapely, becoming coat front that set off a garment
and give it class.
Then remember that every thread of these suitings is all wool or silk,
"bought close, a;a fthe makers of STYLEPLUS Clothes are the largest users of
woolens in America.
. .,.,.
close-huggin-

.

-

r

.

We boldly say to you that STYLEPLUS CLOTHES $17
equal and often outmatch the clothes you find in other
stores priced up to $20 and $25.
Try a STYLEPLUS there's a guarantee of satisfaction with every suit

"

the reason this guarantee is worth something is because it isn't necessary.
We have a wide selection in medium and light weights. Every style and cut
you can desire.
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BEN LEWIS, Prop.
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COLLEGE DAMSELS

Ti&eiCBlssis filegidae

r i renin

Alterative In
used Eckman's
everal cases of tubercular Klanrta of the
necL, with excellent resilts every time.
In one case it cost me .T. for the girl
wan put on it only until nlie could arin a abort
range to be operated, and
I
time an operation was not needed.
are
Just as line aa
suppose Tour records
of old. You know my faith in it."
a letter on Die )
tOrlKlna of this phyaldau
Alterative 1 effertlve in other forma. Head what Mrs. (inryln says:
Idaho Falls. Idaho.
"Gentlemen: I have Rained tweuty-tw- o
SOCIAL BETTERMENT WORK CARand my baby
last
alnee
February
pounds
AT MISI
have leen waiting
RIED ON BY CO-ED- S
Is In perfect health.
since she waa Inirn to see how I would
UNIVERSITY
SOURI
Bet alonB. I am now doing all my work,
have been ever siuee she was four weeka
old. and I am steadily Raining. I do not
rouKh or raise anything at all. I believe
Columbia, Mo., March 21. The Uni
mv Inns trouble is enred."
co-eare going
M.
OARVIN.
It.
MIIK.
Affidavit)
versity of Missouri
(Sworn
Note Mrs. (iarvin has even children.
activities
Their
lu for reforms.
IVkman's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and through organizations recently form
Luna: Troubles, and In upbuilding the
the pure
system. Does not rontalu poisons, opiates ed range from the support of
or
druiis. Ask for booklet
probdKorce
the
to
food campaign
teillriff of recoveries, and wriie to Eckman
In fact,
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for more eviwoman
suffrage.
and
lem
dence. For Bale by nil leading drugglsta
every national movement
E. G. Murphey and Central Drug practically

Fnr Yill

"Hare

ACT AS REAL

obrtrruLU

OF WEST VIRGINIA
MURDERERS
MUST PAY
OFFICIALS
COURT
THE PENALTY

Richmond. Va., March 21. Floyd
Allen. 1lio leader of the outlaw band
county, and his boh, Claude
iu
who are in the death
Allen,
Swansea
cell of the state penitentiary awaitone more
ing their doom, have only
week to live, Governor Mann havin the case
ing refused to interfere
having
resources
all
and
legal
Company.
Ce-no-
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

This elegant Rogers'

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ci :.,5Si!ver Spoon

REFORMERS

SOON

21, 1913.
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Regular communication first and
In
Thursday
Jf third

brothers cordially In
vited. Wm. p. Mills,
H, S .Van Petten, Secretary.

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

ing something
ycu d do any
way wnen you
learn bow Much

cent per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
llnea. Ail sd vert Is mentt
charged
BcfferEMFRESS
will be booked at space actually est,
FLOUR realty is. g without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
Made by GERFive

W. M.,
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cellor Commands!
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
Cular conclave sen. d Tues-da- and Seal.
In each month at Mv
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
second ant
4
y

for social betterment Is now repreKlskeL E. C. ; Chas. Tarame, Reof
sented by active clubs of the young
behalf
fourth Thursday evening eal
been exhausted
corder.
women students.
the
to
to
will
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlgitlai
the prisoners, they
s
Edwards also IS years
The other day a group of
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. 1
electric chair one week from today years, Sidney
Victor Allen, planned to make fudge. They searchIn the penitentiary.
W. Houf, Dictator;
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
unexpected
J. TbornMil
PROCESS
MAN
unless something entirely
Bird Marion and John F. Moore were ed every store for the brand of chocThe
occur.
should
AL
ARCH
Secretary.
MASONS
con
and unforeseen
RegUar
ONE COUPON FROM
olate they wanted.
vocation first Monday in
execution of these two men, who hud acquitted.
none with the label
EMPRECS FLOUR AND
have
"If
the
in
you
actors
each month at Masonic
been the principal
we
STAMPS
FIVE
of the Consumers' league on It
LOCAL THE CAR!)
-Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
shooting up" of the Carrol county
dealBRINGS
YOU
the
told
THE
will do without," they
1912
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
court, at Hillsville, on March 14,
CROSS OK FEVERISH
SPOCN
IT'S
ers. "We won't buy any and we will
will be the closing chapter of one of
Blood, Secretary.
EAST BOUND
CENU1NE WM.
V
our
fudge."
without
do
Arrive
the most sensational murder trageROGERS &.
Depan
HALF-SICthe
CHILDREN
members
of
were
Those girls
PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. No. 2.. .. 9:10 p. m
dies ever enacted in this country.
9:15 p.
SONS' A A
and
of
the
MAIN
league
branch
OPTIC'S
NUMBER,
university
S. Meets first and inlrd Fridays No. 4.. ..11:05 p. m
The tragedy at the Hillsville court
11:05 p.
STANDARD
,
they did do without the fudge. The
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, No. 8.. .. 2:05 a. m..... 2:10 a.
liouse was the culmination of years of MEAN
SILVER
(j
BOWELS
ARt
THEIR
the
that
certified
for
s
label they asked
.Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma- No. 10.. .. 1:45 p. m
lawlessness on the part of the "fight-inPLATE
2:10 p.
LIVER
t,
'
goods were prepared in a factory
BEAUTIFUL
,
Aliens," as the wealthy and numtron; Mrs, Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
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W. Speed, he must agree to complete!
-sravei agreea", lfl a
Tet,hushed, awed tone.
ppiETepreseSlaTfve of the Flying
"Well, you must have heard Missus lleart
ranch, name unknown."
Heleney Moray in The Eaggage Coach
"I
don't think that la fair!" cried
Ahead?" queried the scholarly little
ha girt. "Think of the honor."
man. At mention of his beloved clas? but I'm an amateur. I'd lose
sic, Carara. the Mexican, murmured,
W
standing."
softly:
goes for us," said Stover. "We
jflont fare what name you run under.
Well frame the race. Lordy! but
this la a glorious event"
"W can't thank you enough," Willi piped. "You're a true sport, Mr.
Bpeed, and we aim to see that you
xir n ia f nf If 4n
Annt Vttf
This here race Is goin' to be on the !
square you hear me talkln'. No douthis time." Unconsciously
the speaker's hand strayed to the gun
at his belt, while hla smile was grim.
Speed started.
"What day shall we set?" Inquired
Stover.
Wally rapidly calculated the data of
Culver's arrival, and said:
"A week from Saturday." Covington would soon be en route, and was
due to arrive a few days thereafter.
"One week from Saturday goes," announced Stover, "and we thank you
again." Turning to Carara, he directed: "Rope your buckskin, and hike
for the Centipede.
Tell 'em to
their coin. I'll draw a month's
Felt as If a Large Man vy5i choking
wages in advance for every
on the Flying Heart, and we'll ara
"Ah I The Baggage Car
details tonight
range
Mora! God bless 'erl
"Si," agreed Carara. "I go."
"I must confess I've never had the
"And don't waste no time neither,"
pleasure," said Spsd, whereupon the
speaker regarded him pityingly, and directed Willie. "You tear like a
Stover, Jealous that bo much of the jackrabbit ahead of a hot wind."
Carara tossed his cigarette aside,
conversation had escaped him, Inand the souid of his spurs was lost
quired:
"Can it be that you never heard that around the corner of the house.
"This makes a boy of me," the last
monologue, Silas on Fifth Avenoo?"
speaker continued. "I can hear the
Again Speed shook his head.
As If the very memory were hilari- plaintiff notes of Madam-o-sellMelby
ously funny. Still Bill's shoulders once as3ii."
heaved, and stifled laughter caused
his Adam's apple to race up and down
i To
Be Continued Tomorrow.)
his leathern hroat. Swallowing his
merriment at length, he recited, In a
BASBALL SEASON TO OPEN.
choking voice, as follows: "Silas goes
New York, March 21. The initial
up Fifth Avenoo. and climbs into a
bus. There is a girl eettin' opposite. games in the intercollegiate baseball
He says, 'The girl opened her valise, season of 1913 are scheduled for tomorrow.
Several of the big eastern
colleges have games scheduled for
that day, and another, week will see
virtually all of them go to bat. In
accordance with their custom the
teams of Yale, Cornell and' several
of the other big colleges have gone
south to play their opening games.
Confident reports as to the outlook
for the season have emanated from
the training cages the past few
weeks. The fear most entertained is
on the score of the pitching staff.
Except in one or two of the big colleges in the (east the twirlers are
not the men who did the work last
year and the lack or seasoned men
in the boxes is troubling the coaches.
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SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I Cowboys of th

Fiyin

Heart ranch are heartbroken over
d
their
phonograph

ioag of

much-prize-

the defeat of their

i

hampion in a

the
by

'

foot- -

ZnIS?--

lead- -

nHeienX Blake. Speed's
sweetheart, suggests to Jean chapin, sis- ter of the owner of ire ranch, that she
Induce Covington, he" lover, to win back
the phonograph. Hen declares that if
Covington won't run, Snc.j will. She
tells Htover. the foreman, that the nhono.
rraoh wUl 5 wop hack.
(Continued from Yesterday)

chapter

CHAPTER IV.

d

cal gifts.

"Then I'll make you acquainted
with the best brandin' outfit in these
He waved a long, bony arm
parts.-- '
at the Mexican, who flashed his white
teeth. "This Greaser is Aurelio Maria
Carara. Need I say he's Mex, and a
preemeer roper?" Carara bowed, and
swept the ground with his
.
"The Maduro gent yonder
Is Mr. Cloudy.
His mother being a
Navajo'squaw, named him accordin' to
the rights and customB of her tribe,
selecting the title of
which same has proved a
misnomer, him bein' a pessimist for

vine-shade- d

high-peake-

head-piece-

fair."

Miss Blake and her companion smiled and nodded, at which Stover, encouraged beyond measure, elaborated.
"He's had a hist'ry, too. When he

reaches man's
the Injun
gent ropes, throws, and hog-tle- s
him,
then sends him east to be cultivated.
He spends four years kickln' a football " Speed interrupted, with an
exclamation of genuine interest
"Oh, it's true as gospel," the foreman averred. "When he goes lame
In his oft leg they ship him back, and
In spite of them handicaps he has
e
one.rustlin' savage at a roundup."
"What college did you attend?" inThe question
quired Speed, politely.
fell upon unresponsive ears. Cloudy
did not stir nor alter the direction of
his sombre glance.
"He don' talk none," Stover explained. "Conversation, which I esteem as
a gift devine, is a lost art with him.
I reckon he don't average a word a
week. What language he did know he
has forgot, and what he ain't forgot
he distrusts."
man
Turning to the
who had been staring at the college
youth meanwhile, the spokesman
took a deep breath, and said, simply
yet proudly, as if describing the piece
de resistance of this exhibition:
"The four-eyegent is Willie, plain
Willie, a born' range rider, and the
best hip shot this side of the Santa Fe
trail!"
Speed beheld an undersized man of
hollow-chesteIndeterminate age,
gravely benignant It was
not alone his glasses that lent him a
scholarly appearance; he had the
stooped shoulders, the thoughtful intensity of gaze, the gentle, hesitating
backwardness of a
man.
Speed acknowledged the introduction
pleasantly, while the benevolent little
man blinked back of his lenses.
Stover addressed himself to Miss
real-estat- e

near-sighte- d

d

thin-face-

book-rai3e-

broken-hearted,-

Blake.
"I told the boys what you said,
miss, and we four has come as a delegation to find out if it goes."
"Mr. Speed and I were just talking
about it when you came," said Helen.
"I'm sure he will consent if you add
your entreaties to mine."
"It weald sure b..a favor," said the
at which the others drew
nearer, as if hanging on Speed's an- iiwer. Kven Cloudy turned his black
eyes upon the young man.
The object of tln'ir
gaze
shifted his feet uncomfortably and felt
minded to flee, but the situation would
not permit of it. Elides, the affdr
Interested him. I!is mind was working rapidly, albeit his words were

e

cow-ma-

hesitating.
"But I'm not in condition," objected
the youth.
"Mr. Glass said you was never bettor than you are right now. Anyhow,
you don't have to bust no records to
beat this cook. He ain't bo fast."
"It would sure be a
act
it you'd do It for us," said the little
man In his high, boyiish voice. It wan
s shock to discover that he spoke in a
kind-hearte-

j

-

-

uiuiect. "There's a heap of sentiment
connected with this affair. You see,
outside of being a prize that we won
at considerable risk, there goes with
Ilia phonograph a set of reecords,
among which we all have our special
ti.vorites.
Have you ever heard
Machm-o-sellMelby sing The Holy
City?"
"I didn't know she sang it," said
Speed.
she did, and
"Take it from
you've mlssea bean."
a

?

v--

-p':

BROTHERS

gun-but-

0.

bowed limply.
"Mornin, Miss Blake." To the rear
Spi-es:nv throe other men an Ind,!!n"I. swart,
saturnine; who
with a limy; a picturesque

BSGL ARMSTRONG

Pleawntly. and seemed a bit abashed.
Good morning, Mr. Stover," said
"This Is Mr. Speed,
H.ele- - Pta""
of 'whom I spoka to you yesterday."
Rfnvnr hnumf again and mumbled
Something about the honor of this
meetln?. and MlSS Blake CBSt her
eyes over the other members of the
?roiip. saying, graciously: "I'm afraid
II can't introduce your friends; I
haven't met them."
The loquacious
came
foreman
promptly to the rescue, rejoicing in an
opportunity of displaying his oratori-

.

T was on the following
morning that Miss Blake
made bold to request her
favor from J. Wallingford
Speed. They had succeeded in isolating themselves
galupon the
lery at the rear of the
house, and the conversation
had been largely of athletics, but this,
Judging from the rapt expression of
the girl, was a subject of surpassing
Interest. Speed, quick to take a cue,
plunged on.
"I would have made the Varsity
basket-bal- l
team myself If I hadn't
been so tiny," said Helen. "I have
always wanted to be tall, like Roberta."
"I shouldn't care for that," said the
young man.
"You know she was a' wonderful
' player?"
"So I've heard."
"Do you know," mused Helen, "1
have never forgotten what you told
me that first day we met. About your
friendship for Mr. Covington. I think
it is very unselfish of you."
"Oh, I wouldn't say that," ventured
the young man, vainly racking his
brain. "Nobody could help liking Culver."
"Yes; but how many men would
step aside and let their best friend win
prize after prize and never undertake
to compete against him?"
Speed blushed faintly, as any modest man might have done.
"Did I tell you that?" he inquired.
"Indeed you did."
"Then please don't speak of it to a
mortal soul. I must have said a great
deal that first day, but "
"But I have spoken of It, and I said
I thought it was fine of you."
"You have spoken of It?"
"Yes; I told Jean."
The Yale man undertook to change
the conversation abruptly, but Miss
Blake was a determined young lady.
She continued:
"Of course, It was very magnanimous of you to always step aside in
favor of you t .' friend; but it Isn't
fair to yourself it really isn't. And
bo I have arranged a little plan whereby you can do something to prove
your prowess, and still not Interfere
with Mr. Covington in the least."
Speed cleared his throat nervously.
"Tell me," he said, "what it is."
And Miss Blake told him the story
of the shocking treachery of Humpy
Joe, together with the miserable undoing of the Flying Heart. "Why,
"
those poor fellows are
she concluded. "Their despair
over losing that talking-machinwould be if It were not so tragic. I
told them you would win it back for
them. And you will, won't you?
Please!" She turned her blue eyes
upon him appealingly, and the young
man was lost.
"I'll take ten chances," he said.
"Where does the raffle come oft?"
"Oh, it isn't a raffle, it's a foot-racYou must run with that Centipede
cook."
"I! Run a race!" exclaimed
the
young college man, aghast.
"Yes, I've promised that you would.
You see, this isn't like a college event,
and Culver Isn't here yet."
"But he'll be nere In a day or so."
Ejred felt as if a very large man were
cfeiaVfng him; he decided his collar
was too tight.
"Oh, I've talked it all over with
Jean. She doesn't want Culver to
run, anyhow."
"Why not?" inquired he, suspiciously.
"I don't know, I'm sure."
"If Miss Chapin doesn't want Culver
to run, you surely wouldn't want me
to."
"Not at all. If Mr. Covington knew
the facta of the case, he would be
only too happy to do it. And. you
sea, you know the faots."
Speed was about to shape a gracious
but firm refusal of the proffered honor
when Still Bill Stover appeared at the
steps, doffed his faded Stetson, and
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Mexican vitn a spangiea nat ana 6n
ver Bpurs. evidently the captor of
Lawrence Glass on the evening prevl- 0U8- - an(1 an undersized little
man
villi
spectacles and a
hanging holster from which
t
All Were Smiling
peeped a
thick-rimme-
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Heart. J. Wallinsford Speed, cheer
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Foley Kidney Pills .will reach jour
individual case if you have any form
of kidney or bladder tro.i'o'.c, any
backache, rheumatism, uric acid poisoning or irregular and painful kidney
"The Four-Eye- d
Gent Is Willie."
aeiioii.
They are strengthening,' to
and contain no habit
nic
and
curative,
took out her purse, closed her valise,
0. G. Schaefer and
forming druKS.
out
a
took
her
dime,
opened
purse,
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
closed her purse, opened her valise,
put in her purse, closed her valise,
handed the dime to the conductor, got
OAS
NO

a nickle in change, opened her valise,
took out her purse, ciosed her valise,
opened her purse ' "
At this point the speaker fell into
ungovernable hysteria and exploded,
rocking hack and forth, slapping hla
thighs and hiccoughing with enjoyment. Willie followed him. as did
Carara. Even Cloudy showed his teeth,
and the two young people on the porch
found themselves joining in from Infection It was patent that here lay
some subtle humor sufficient to convulse the Far Western nature beyond
all reason; for Stover essayed repeat
edly to check his laughter before gasp.
Ing, finally:
"Gosh 'lmighty!
I never can get
past that place. He! He! He! Whoo-hoo- !
That's sure ridie'lous, for fair."
He wiped his eyes with the back of a
hand, and his frame was
racked with barking coughs. "I know
the whole blame thing by heart, but
I can't recite it to you. I bog down
right there. Seems like some foiks ia
d

the darndest fools!"
"You see what the phonograph
means to these gentlemen," said Mh;s
Elake. "I think it's a crying shame
that they were cheated out of it, don't

you?"
Speed began to outline a plan hastily in his mind.
"I assured them that you would win
it bock for them, and "
"We sure hope you will," said Willie, earnestly.
"Amen!" breathed the lanky foreman, his cheeks still wet from his
tisars of laughter, but his face drawn'
into lines of eagerness.
"Please! For my sake!" urged
Helen, placing a gentle little hand upon her companion's arm.
Speed closed his eyes, so to speak,
and leaped in the dark.
:
"All right, I'll do it!"
"Yow-ee!yelled Stover. "We knew"
you would!" Willie was beaming b
nfgnantly through his glasses, while
both Carara and Cloudy showed their
heart felt gratitude. "Thank you. Miss
Blake. Now we'll show up that shave,
tail Centipede crowd for what it is."
"Wait!" Speed checked the
"I'll consent upon conditions.
I'll run, provided you can arrange the
race for an 'unknown.'"
"What does that mean?" Helen

INDIGESTION,

OK A SOUK

STOMACH

"Pape's Diapepsin" makes your
ach feel fine in five

Stom-

minutes.

Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the damagedo you?i Well, don't bother. If
your stomach is in a revolt; if sour,
gassy and upset, and what you just
ate has fermented
into stubborn
lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
belch gases and erucate undigested
food; breath foul, tongue coated
just take a little Diapepsin and in five
minutes you truly will wonder what
became of the indigestion and
Millions of men and women today
know that it is needless to have a bad
stomach. A little Diapepsin occasionally keeps this delicate organ regulat
ed and they eat their favorite foods

.without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit witl out ro'iellion;
if your food is a damage Instead of a
help, remember the quickest surest
most harmless relief Is Pape's Diapepsin which costs only fifty cents for a
large case at drug stores. It's truly
wonderfulit digests food and sets
things straight, so gently and easily
that It is really astonishing. Please,
for your sake, don't go on and on with
weak, disordered stomach; it's so unnecessary, Adv.
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"It means that I don't want my
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VE ARE AT
THE PHONE
MAIN 19
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Try a dram of Old Taylor
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.

and save yourself
a. trip down town these windy dsvys.

-- GROCER-

BAIN WAGON

l

i

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

COA

L

AN

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

!

IS MADE FROM

PAS TE UHIZEI) CR.EAM
liKOCER.

ASK YOUR.

CLEANERS

im-

To

Bour-

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

Is to buy your Groceries, Meats and Bakery
(ioods where Prices Are . Always Right; where
You Receive Prompt, Courteous and Fair Treat- -

ment at All Times.

i
i

.'

"That's Us"
ill

I IMF

& I1AYWAHD CO. STORE

PHONE MAIN

I

The temperature dropped last night
to 15 degrees. It was one of the coldest nighta that has been recorded for
some time. As today, according to
the almanac, is the first day of spring,
this sudden drop in temperature is
rather unusual. According to the almanac this season will be moderate
In temperature and little if any snow
is to be expected. Wet weather
however, will be plentiful and probably will come in the form of sleet
and rain. With plenty of wet weather this spring the farmers will raise
the largest crops that have been seen
in this section of the state for some
time.
The breaking of the soil has
started on several of the mesa farms
and the work of getting it into the
best possible shape will be pushed to
the utmost by all the agriculturists.

Fancy Work of All Kinds

35

TO REWARD

This morning at 4:30 o'clock at his
residence George Calvin Landon died
at the age of 27 years. Mr. Landon,
who was a health seeker, had been a
resident of East Las Vegas for the
g
past two years and had resided
that time at 1019 Sixth street.
His sudden death came as a surprise
to all his friends here, as he had been
improving in health up until last
Tuesday.
Mr. Landon was born in Elkhart,
Ind., where he pent his younger
nays. At the age of 18 he entered
a business college at South Bend,
Ind., where he completed his educa
tion and later became a professor of
stenography. During his residence in
this city Mr. Landon had not practicHe took
ed his profession
largely.
Mr.
for
Instruction,
private pupils
Landon came directly from South
Bend to tills city. He is survived, be
sides his wife, Mrs. Pearl Landon of
this city, by his father and mother,
Mr. and Mrs. o. J. landon of Elkhart,
Ir.d., and three brothers, A. U. Landon
of Elkhart, Ind., Clarence Landon and
Laurence V. I.andon of Belmont, la.
Mr. Iandon's parents had planned to
start for Las Vegas. If they are on
the way the body will be buried here,
but otherwise it will be sent to Elkhart for burial. It is being cared for
by J. C. Johnson and Son.
dur-rin-

and the season of the year is
approaching when the wearers
must depend upon the skill of
the ironer for the "natty" ap
pearance of her tub dresses.

A nevrfat just received,
which will be sold at re-

duced prices for a few
days only, before leaving

know we do this
lift
a dress from the
work, and
common place to one that shows
(aste and refinement and makes
the wearer seem daintily clad?

t

QUICK JUSTICE

Til)

Laundry
Phone Miin SI

Christians vs. Y. M. C. A.
Methodists vs. Baptists.
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FIRST NATIONAL BAN!

FOR

OF LAS VEGAS. N.
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.YOUNG THIEVES

Capital,

$100. OdO

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35. ooc

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Waiving an Investigation before a
grand jury, Guadalupe Tafoya and
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Jose Baca, the yong men arrested
on
a charge of
yesterday morning
having stolen three revolvers from
the shop of Aleliton TJlibarri on
Bridge street, were arraigned this
morning before Judge David J. Leahy.
THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
They pleaded guilty to the charge
and were given from nine months to
one year in the state penitentiary.
THEHE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN
The young men likely will be taken
tonight to Santa Fe to begin their
terms.
,
In explaining their actions the
young men said they wers Intoxicated Wednesday night. In walking up
Bridge street one m ythem tell
through the window of the TTiibarrl
shop. Both reached in and took the
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT
guns, which were rylng at arm's
length away, more tor a prank than
to be stealing anything of value.
Baca and Tafoya said they were sor
ry for what they had done and would
let liquor alone when they got out
of the penitentiary.
if
on
D. C. de Baca, the plumber whose
name was mentioned in connection
with the stolen goods yesterday, says
Tafoya, a distant relative, came to
his house early yesterday morning
and asked him to keep his revolver
He was accompanied by Baca. Seeing
both young men were intoxicated' and
Tafo-ya'- s
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
in possession of three dangerous until after he had sent them to
home upon arising yesterday
care
to
consented
Baca
de
weapons,
De Baca is a hard worker WANTED A woman for housework
for the pistols. He says he never morning.
and
he
he regrets hlng had
and to help with cooking. Mrs.
eays
stolen
were
suspected the weapons
his name dragged into the affair.
Cecilio Rosenwald,
1054
Seventh
De Baca has always borne a good
etreet.
reputation and the officers accepted
his explanation without any question. EGGS FOR HATCHING 5 cents
each, from S. C Rhodo Island Reds.
Absolutely pure bred stock. From
John L. Zimmerman left last night
special mated pens, J1.60 up for 15.
on a short business trip to Watrous.
E. S. Lewis, phone Main 323.

"HUNTS

PUT! E1TS"
LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

"Hunts" you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At

J. H. STEARNS

BELIEVE THIS

If you

want the BEST

and most Sanitary

Bakery Goods
in Greater Las Vegas
send your order to

Ooucher's

class 4:30 fj

basketball games

I

JUDGE LEAHY GIVES SENTENCE
TO MEN WHO ROBBED THE
ULIBARRI SHOP.

assortment

of

the

Bakers Art

I ever
;

school

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President

J

L

1

at the Y. M. C. A.

o'clock.
Sunday
o'clock.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
II. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

and I will call No charge
for showing goods.

M. George

I
TOMORROW

Junior class 9 o'clock.
Extra business men's

Complete Home Furnishers

Phone Vegas 113

We carry the finest

Our Prices Are Popular

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

town,

--

Do you

Before buying your Spring Rug
see us. We wUl both save money

Insist

PROFESSOR
COLLEGE
FORMER
OF SOUTH BEND DIES IN
THIS CITY

Every Woman Is

Our Spring Rug Display Is Now Ready

Babies Dresses

THAN NEW

Las Veas Steam
IT

Pressed.

It Will Look Better

Interested In Dress

A Good Resolution

Be Cleaned and

CALLED

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

Hand Woven Linens,
Madeira, Dress and Waist
Patterns

PARISIAN DRY

There will be a regular communicaBefore ten thousand enthusiastic
tion of Ransford Chapter No. 2 0. E. Canadian motorists at
Winnipeg on
S. tonight at 7:30. All visiting memLabor Day, Billy Rogers made 25
bers are cordia'ily invited to be pres- miles In 25 minutes 32 seconds in a
ent.
Ford car beating four well known
machines from one to three miles.
C. C. Snyder of Colorado Springs,
This was the second year that the
has entered the employ of Fred No- - Ford took the Duniap Trophy. Adv
lette as a barber. Mr. Snyder recently
came to Las Vegas and will now
The "Jennie Urice" banquet which
make it his home. His son. Glen will be held in the Y. M. C. A. gym-sluSnyder, is employed by Charles
on next Tuesday evening, will
O'Malley as an electrician.
one of the most unique affairs that
have been held in the city for some
Yesterday afternoon John Oscar time. The dinner will be served by
was arrested by Officer Norris for
members of the newly organized latrespassing and drunkenness. He was dies gymnasium class, who will wear
tried before Judge D. R. Murray this
with the exsymnasium costumes
morning, fined the costs of the case,
bloomers'
which
of
will be rewhich amounted to $3.50 and given ception
placed with black skirts. The ladies
orders to move on, as such characters
have had some argument as to this
as Oscar are of no benefit to the
costume, as most of the class would
city.
have preferred more elegant gowns,
but their vanity was overcome and
Charles O'Malley, manager of the
will wear the simple costume
has they
Business Men's Athletic club,
mentioned. An orchestra will render
completed arrangements with Benny several selections
during the evening
Chavez to meet Young Hlte of this
and 50 of the junior boys will give
Cha26.
on
In
March
the
armory
city
an exhibition of a pwsn'Jt.?, description
vez will arrive in the city about the
that has never been given in the asfirst part of next week to start trainThe invitations
sociation before.
ing for the match. O'Malley receiv- have been
issued, but few acceptances
ed a message from Chavez last night.
have been as yet received. However,
The latter agreed to all arrangements
there is plenty of time for this and a
that had been made for the match.
be
number are expected to
Hite has been training faithfully for large
at the banquet.
piesent
the past few weeks in the armory and
will be in the best possible shape next
week when the match is staged. Arrangements as to the admission have GEORGE LANDON 1$
not been made, but will be announced
the first part of next week.

THE OLD RELIABLE

2

To The

at

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
the wood. Direct from the distilTomorrow morning at 10 o'clock at
lery to you. At the W)bby, of course. the Coors Lumber company's yard
Adv.
on Railroad avenue the automobile
formerly belonging to E. H. Mitchell
Royal Neighbors of America will will be sold.
ho'id their regular business meeting
tonight in the W. O. W. hall. Every . R. B. Schoonmaker has discovered
member is requester to be present
a wide ledge of asbestos measuring
about 25 feet at his ranch near the
Don't forget the big show at the
Harvey place and this morning an
Browne theater March 28. Living employe of the Schoonmaker ranch
pictures by Las Vegas' most popular brought a piece of the rock into the
girls, also two reels of moving pic city. Cutler Brothers have it on distures. Admission i.Oc and 20c.
play at their insurance office today.

STEARNS

'

Take that

and Embroideries

in

Morning

v

iianamaae Laces

White Serge Suit or Dress

Buy a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit
for Easter at Greenberger's. Adv.

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables Every

Spring is Here

6:07

Charles Onion is reported as
proving this afternoon.

Call Us Up

H.

at

Buy an L System suit for Easter
Greenberger's. Adv.

.

GROCERIES .

I
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21, 1913.

sold

over

cat

MONEY t oLOAN
ON REAL ESTATE
5i Per Cent Per Annum
Long Time

Esy

Payments
Co.ll 'Phone or Write
4

the

counter

7

V

Fresh Every Day

Y

111

Cfvsta.netiv Hotel

Lets Veia.s

